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It is probably needless to say that this year has been an unusual one. With not much to do 
but spend what is surely too much time with my partner, sit in my increasingly disorganized 
room, and distract myself with long, aimless walks, I’ve often worried that on my journey to 
complete my thesis I would simply run out of things to write. This did not happen, thankfully, 
but I have found that the stories in this collection echo similar salient themes: Of loneliness and 
struggle with human connection, of uncertainty and overwhelm. I hope that in these stories you 
will find not only fear, but some amount of hope and resilience, as hope for the future (in 
whatever form it may take) is the glimmering thread to which I, and I think most people, have 
been clutching for the past twelve months.  
 I don’t think that this was a wasted year for me. I’ve learned a lot this year, about writing 
and through writing. I’ve learned to value what I have and to give myself a certain amount of 
grace when the world is not inclined to. I hope that in five years, I will read back over this thesis 
and feel peaceful, that I will marvel at how much I have grown and how much happier of a place 
that the world has become. But if not, may this thesis be a reminder that even in the most 
hopeless-seeming times, there is reason to love.  
 






 When, two days before spring break, Bailey asks her to take care of the tadpoles, Maya is 
terrified. They are sitting across from one another in fourth grade science class, Ms. Barlow’s 
guinea pig failing miserably to make it through the Lego maze between them. 
 “You have tadpoles?” 
 “I caught them at the pond yesterday,” Bailey says proudly. “Their names are Angel and 
Amy.” Bailey really likes the name Amy. Maya does not know why. 
 “Oh, that’s cool,” Maya says lamely. 
 “So can you take care of them for me? I need someone to watch them while my family is 
in New Mexico. It’s just for two weeks.”  
 Inconsiderately, Maya’s mind goes to Gandalf, her recently deceased gerbil. She feels a 
twinge of sickness in her stomach. Two months ago, she got too lazy to give him real food, and 
started just dropping treats into his cage. When Gandalf stopped eating, Maya had assumed he 
wasn’t hungry. About a week and a half in, Maya looked at him for the first time in days and 
found him shivering in the back of his filthy cage. Mom and Dad had been mad.  
 “Why didn’t you feed him?” they asked. 
 “I thought he didn’t want food,” Maya had said pathetically.  
 Her parents had taken them to the vet with grim, disappointed looks on their faces, and 
Gandalf had come out in a cardboard box. He was buried in the backyard now. A few weeks ago, 
the neighbor’s dog Pepper had gotten in and dug him up, so they had to rebury him. His body 
was all swollen and hairless, like a drowned rat in the sewer. Maya thinks about it when she can’t 
sleep. 
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 Bailey doesn’t know how Gandalf had died, and Maya suspects that if she did, she 
wouldn’t have asked her to take the tadpoles. However, Maya doesn’t want to disappoint Bailey 
by making up an excuse she will be bound to see through. Bailey is proud and hard-headed, the 
sort of kid who refuses to admit when she loses at board games, and always gets to choose the 
premise when playing pretend. Once, when tearing up, Maya blamed her wet eyes on allergies. 
 “I know you don’t really have allergies, Maya,” Bailey had said bluntly. Maya had been 
embarrassed, but she had appreciated the honesty. Bailey knows Maya well, and still likes her, so 
far. But that could change. 
 “Look, if you don’t want to watch them,” Bailey says, “I can just ask someone else.” 
 Additionally, Bailey is cooler than Maya, and troublingly capable of ditching her for a 
new best friend if she wanted to.  
 “I can watch them,” Maya says. 
 From the table, Ms. Barlow’s Pickles squeaks angrily, and Bailey scoops him up to 
scratch his head. Pickles looks over with beady black eyes, and Maya can swear the guinea pig is 
glaring at her. 
 Maya lives in a one-story house with a wild garden. It is wild not because it is not taken 
care of, but because her mother loves it so much that she plants more and more until the flower 
beds are spilling over at the brim and the front door is obscured from the street by foliage. In the 
back of the house is another garden, but this one is kept off to the sidelines to that Maya has 
room to play. Her father’s office looks out on the back garden, and sometimes when she gets 
bored of playing she lets herself into his office to bother him while he works. She likes to explain 
to him in great detail the plots of the book series she reads, and usually he makes an effort to 
show enthusiasm, as least until she’s on the third or fourth installation. Around then he tells her 
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she should read more non-fiction, and forces some lengthy World War II memoir on her that she 
never gets 20 pages into. Maya likes her house, because it is so small that her parents are always 
within earshot. Whenever they talk of moving somewhere bigger, she protests.  
 After school, Maya goes to the backyard to visit Gandalf’s grave and pray. Beside it are 
the tombstones of the three orphaned bunny babies that she tried to save last spring, each with a 
faded sharpie inscription. She’d tried to make them a new burrow when she and Mom had 
accidentally dug them up in the garden, and given them iceberg lettuce from the fridge, but in the 
end, they were picked off one by one by cats. Maybe Maya shouldn’t have moved them.  
 She kneels in the dirt by the graves. The soil is damp on her knees, a coolness seeping 
through the worn denim of her jeans.  Purple and yellow spring wildflowers poke up around the 
miniature graveyard. Birds gossip in the trees above. Maya thinks about Gandalf’s body 
underneath the dirt, wonders if it’s still as swollen and tortured as it was a few weeks ago or if 
his skin has begun to peel and reveal his tiny skeleton. She wonders about the baby bunnies 
beside him. Surely, they must be nothing but bone by now. She tries to clear her head of the 
thought. These are not the images that she wants in her head during prayer. 
 “Dear Lord,” Maya thinks (she rarely prays aloud), “Please let the soul of Gandalf and 
the baby bunnies rest in peace with you, and please let them know that I love them and I never 
wanted them to die. And please forgive me for my neglect, and please help me take good care of 
Bailey’s tadpoles and keep them happy. Amen.” 
 Maya doesn’t know if she actually believes in God, but she likes to pray just in case. It is 
the sort of prayer her mother taught her: upfront, and from the heart. Maybe too informal, but it 
makes her feel better. She takes a deep breath and walks inside, ready to redeem herself. 
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 The next day, Bailey delivers the tadpoles in a large mason jar filled with green-brown 
pond water. Maya keeps the tadpoles on the counter that divides the dining room and the kitchen 
so she can watch them when she does work at the dinner table. The two tadpoles (she doesn’t 
know which is Angel and which is Amy) swim in bored circles. Twice a day, Maya sprinkles 
some fish food into the jar and they lap it up eagerly. As for water, Maya’s off the hook. At first 
she assumes that the tadpoles gulp water up as they swim, but when she asks, her dad tells her 
that they absorb it through their skin. Maya’s just glad to have one less responsibility. 
 The tadpoles are cute, like big fat commas with tiny faces. Maya likes watching them, 
although sometimes she starts wondering if they miss their home. Mom and Dad have never let 
her catch minnows or tadpoles for herself because they say that they are happier in the wild. But 
at least now they always have enough to eat, and they will always be safe in a storm. 
 When, soon after arriving, the tadpoles start to grow legs, Maya is enraptured. Every 
hour, she stops by the jar to check on their progress, leaning into the glass to stare. She wonders 
if they can see her giant eyes. How surprised Bailey will be when she comes back from her trip 
and finds her tadpoles are frogs. It’s happening so fast, fast enough that the tadpoles have to be 
feeling the change in themselves. Maya tries to remember back to when she was unformed in the 
womb, to recall the sensation of limbs sprouting from one’s side. All that comes to her is a fuzzy 
feeling of pink. She is proud to be facilitating the tadpole’s transformation. Now, she thinks, they 
will be more hers than Bailey’s. The thought gives her a mean satisfaction. 
The next morning Maya wakes up at 6 am, as she always does, and pours herself a bowl 
of cereal to eat at the dining room table, the comics section of the newspaper spread out in front 
of her.  Midway through watching Sarge beat up Beetle Bailey, she remembers the tadpoles 
suddenly and glances up at them. Floating in the jar, she sees what looks like a fully formed frog 
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with a tail. In excitement, Maya rushes over. When she gets close, her heart squeezes in fear. 
One of the tadpoles is still swimming in the jar, its legs still inchoate, but the newly turned frog 
is floating at the top of the water, alarmingly still, its legs splayed out limply. Maya taps the 
glass, first gently, then harder.  
 “Wake up,” she says “Wake up!” The frog doesn’t move. 
 “Mom!” she calls. She runs down the hall to her parents’ door and knocks frantically. 
 “Mom, Dad, wake up! It’s an emergency!” 
 When her father grumbles for her to come in, Maya bursts through the door.  
 “I think one of the tadpoles is dead,” she says. 
 Mom and Dad rise wearily from bed, their faces grim and tired. When they see the 
contents of the jar, Dad squeezes Maya’s shoulder. 
 “I’m sorry, Kid,” he says. 
 “Frogs can’t breathe under water,” Mom said, “I’m sorry honey, I should have thought of 
that before.”  
 Maya weeps bitterly all morning. She hates crying, both because it makes it hard to 
breathe and because she knows she cries more than most other kids, but she figures she owes the 
tadpole a proper mourning anyway. She puts on the black velvet dress she wore for her witch 
costume last Halloween, and buries the dead frog with the other animals, marking its grave with 
a small stone. Mom puts rocks in the jar so that the remaining tadpole will have somewhere to sit 
once the time comes, and Maya monitors it determinedly. Bailey comes back in three days, and 
they decide not to ruin her vacation with the bad news. Maya is afraid of making things worse in 
the meantime. Whatever she does she has to keep the remaining tadpole alive. She already can’t 
imagine telling Bailey about the first tadpole- she doesn’t even know which one it is who died. 
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Maya hates feeling guilty, and she hates it when Bailey gets mad at her. Bailey is smaller than 
Maya in height but bigger in personality. She knows all of her weak spots, and never seems to 
have qualms about prodding at them. This time, Bailey will hate her for sure. She’ll never speak 
to Maya again. She’ll tell everyone in school what Maya has done and they will say she is a 
murderer.  
 Maya says a prayer before bed that night for the frog’s soul and for forgiveness, even 
though she thinks God probably could have saved the frog if He was there and really cared. 
Afterward, she can’t sleep. She looks at the clock beside her bed over and over again until it is 2 
am, and she knows she probably won’t get more than five hours of sleep tonight. Now, on top of 
worrying about her conscience, she is worried about her brain, because the school nutritionist 
said that 9 hours a night is necessary for healthy brain development. She lies on her back in bed, 
focusing and unfocusing her eyes on the glow in the dark stars on her ceiling and breathing 
shallowly. Finally, she hops out of bed and knocks nervously on her parent’s door across the 
hall. They have told her that she is too old to sleep with them now, but she figures tonight might 
be special circumstances and she is right: when she pokes her head in and asks to join them in a 
loud whisper, they sigh and roll their heads back to look at each other and say “Alright but you 
better not ask again for a long time.” Nestled in the warm space between her parents, Maya 
pretends that she is a part of them, with no self to make choices or apologies for.   
 By the next morning, the remaining tadpole has climbed up onto the rocks. It crouches 
there, lonely, not quite a frog. It still has a long skinny tail. Maya watches it like a hawk. She 
makes sure that it eats, keeping her eyes on it until all of the fish food is gone. She speaks to it 
through the glass.  
 “I’m sorry you’re all alone,” she says. 
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 But the frog avoids eye contact.  
 It is so small, smaller than the dead one was, probably small enough to sit on Maya’s 
finger, if fear of hurting it hadn’t kept her from reaching into the jar. But for some reason Maya 
suspects it is a boy frog, and has a resigned feeling that the other was his sister. 
 She hates thinking about what the frog felt when she died, but does so compulsively 
anyway. She imagines the excitement of growing lungs, but then the terror of gills closing up, 
how the frog just treaded water helplessly until she was too tired to go on. How her brother must 
have watched her with his little eyes, scared and confused, unable to help. Thinking about it 
makes Maya’s stomach hurt.  
 “I’m sorry,” she says again. 
 In the evening, Maya stands and watches the tadpole-frog, or the frogpole, as she has 
begun to think of it sometimes, while her mom makes dinner in the kitchen. He is sitting in the 
crevice between two rocks, looking very still. Maya makes a face at him to try and get his 
attention but he does not move. 
 “Mom,” she says, “The tadpole is sitting really still.” 
 “I’m sure it’s fine, honey,” Mom says. “Just leave him be for a little bit.” 
 Maya frowns and turns back to the jar. The frog still has not budged. She hums softly to 
get his attention: still nothing. A sense of panic rises inside of her, the same way that she feels 
when she is trying to awake from a nightmare. She has to know if he is alive: she has to make 
him move. Maya extends a finger and taps on the glass right where the frog is. It startles, shifts. 
Relief! But then- a pebble from above him loosens. Maya freezes as it comes tumbling down. 
Her relief turns into terror as she watches the stone fall directly onto the frog. He flattens 
instantly, only his bandy legs visible, splayed out from beneath the rock. 
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 “MOM!” Maya shrieks “I squashed him, I squashed him!” The jar is too high for her to 
reach into, and she bounces nervously on her toes willing the frog to live.  
 Mom hurries over and reaches into the jar to pull the rock off of the frog. When she does, 
he remains flat, his little tongue sticking out slightly as though he is an ill-fated looney toon.  
 Maya’s face crumples.  
 “I killed him! I kill everything! Bailey’s going to hate me.” 
 Mom wraps her into a hug, and Maya buries her face in the softness of her mother’s 
flesh, hiding in the familiar scent.  
 “I’m an idiot murderer,” she says. 
 “Don’t say idiot. And you’re not a murderer, it was an accident. Bailey might be upset 
but she’ll understand.” 
 Maya shakes her head without removing herself from her mom’s embrace. “You don’t 
understand.” Her eyes hurt from crying and she feels evil and stupid. She thinks about how she 
must look to the animals: giant, bumbling, destructive. And she loves animals. It isn’t fair. It 
occurs to her that if there is a God, He must hate her, and she clenches her small fist until her 
nails dig into her palms. 
 “God is punishing me,” she says. 
 Mom shakes her head. “That’s not how God works.” 
 “Well then I don’t believe in Him.” Maya hopes God can hear her declaration and that he 
regrets what He has done.  
 Mom is unmoved. “Okay then.”  
 Most likely Mom will tell Dad about this later, and he will bring it up to her when she is 
stuck in the car on the way to school. He will tell her that she does not have to believe anything, 
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and that they will love her no matter what, but that having a connection with God makes life a lot 
more beautiful. He will tell her she still has to come to church on Sundays, even though Mom 
doesn’t even like church that much because they always call God “He”. Whatever.  
“How am I supposed to tell Bailey?” 
 Mom sighs. “I can call her mom and talk to her if you want, and then maybe pass you 
over to Bailey. Does that sound good?” 
 Maya nods reluctantly.   
 While Mom dials Bailey’s family, Maya’s stomach is in knots. While she speaks to 
Bailey’s mother, Maya sits in the computer chair with her knees to his chest and spins back and 
forth nervously. Her stomach wooshes with each lurch.  
 “We lost the first one a few days ago when its gills grew over, and then today there was 
an accident with the second,” Mom is saying, “I know, I’m sorry, Maya feels really bad.” 
 As she listens Maya’s breath grows shallow. 
 “Okay, yeah thank you. I’ll ask her.” She pulls the phone away from her ear. “Do you 
want to talk to Bailey?” she asks. 
 Maya stares back at her, widening her eyes to illustrate her fear.  
 “It’ll be okay,” Mom mouths. She extends the phone and Maya takes it. It feels cool 
against her ear. 
 “Hello?” she says into the receiver, trying to keep the water out of her voice. 
 “Hi.” Bailey’s voice on the other line is apprehensive. “My tadpoles are dead?” 
 “I killed them,” says Maya. She can feel herself losing control of her voice. “It was an 
accident. I’m sorry!” 
 Bailey is quiet for a second. 
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 “It’s okay,” she says finally. “Can you stop crying?”  
 Maya sits up. “Really?”  
 “Yeah, it was an accident. I’m sad, but it’s okay.” 
 “Thank you,” Maya says, her heart swelling. Perhaps God does not hate her after all. I’m 
sorry, she tells Him silently, ashamed of her outburst. And then, as an afterthought, Amen. 
 “It’s okay. Maybe we can have a funeral for them when I get back,” says Bailey. 
 “That’s a good idea. I am really sorry.” 
 “I know. But maybe my mom will let me get hermit crabs now.”  
 “Yeah, maybe. I don’t think I’m going to be allowed to have a pet for a long time. But 
now I’m too scared anyway.”  
 Bailey laughs a little. “Yeah, you did kill both of my tadpoles. And they’re just tadpoles! 
They’re so easy.” 
 “I didn’t kill them until they turned into frogs. That was the main problem.” Maya feels 
herself getting sad again. 
 “Yeah, okay,” says Bailey, perhaps noticing.  
 There is a pause. 
 “Well, do you want to play Webkinz?” Bailey asks. “The hotel has a computer.” 
 “That sounds nice.”  
So, they log on and watched their virtual pets play virtual games together, and Bailey 
usually wins but Maya doesn’t mind. She is just happy to play together and be forgiven, to forget 
about her mistakes for a little bit, as though maybe it is okay that she made them. And best of all, 





At my grandmother’s house, we lived among clutter. My grandmother was ill and 
withdrawn and seemed to find comfort in constantly expanding squalor. I did not want to live 
with her and felt powerless against the formidable mess, as powerless as I had been against the 
crash that took my parents. I let my clothes carpet the floor, let orange peels lie amidst my 
cosmetics, let my bowls and cups pile upon each other until mold formed between them that I 
was afraid to touch, and bugs began nestling within it. Soon I fit right in with the rest of the 
festering house, learned to repress the squish of the carpet when I walked and the peculiar items 
which littered every surface: dolls’ legs, unwrapped candy, empty bottles. I made a home 
amongst the filth until I could feel it seeping into my pores, and I knew that I had to leave. So as 
soon as I found a decent job, I fled. 
 When I moved into my new apartment, I thought that I had escaped the mess. The space 
was bare, and I stood just inside the doorway, surveying it. It was a small apartment, but cozy, 
with soft white walls and light streaming into the common space. No roommate there to muck it 
up, I had made sure of that.  I took a deep breath and the air that filled my nostrils was clear, 
scentless. A fresh start. 
 On my first morning, I was nearly late for my job, waitressing at a perpetually busy high-
end restaurant. By the time that I made it back home I was desperately tired with sweat stains 
under my armpits. I fell fast asleep, and when I awoke, I felt a pile of clothes beneath me. On the 
bedside table next to me were two identical water cups, which I did not recall fetching. I tried to 
remember which was newer, not wanting to drink from an old cup. I couldn’t decide, and so I 
went to the kitchen for a third. I removed my clothes from the bed and lay atop my brand-new 
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sheets. I thought for a long time about my sweat soaking into them, sullying them. I didn’t have 
the energy to shower. Still, it took me a long time to fall asleep. 
 On my third day in the apartment, I saw two ants and a fly. The ants were crawling along 
my counter, picking at crumbs I hadn’t noticed. The fly buzzed above my breakfast dishes, 
which were coated in congealed yogurt and oats. The bugs frightened me. I sensed that they had 
been lurking in the walls, watching me, waiting for me to slip up and leave them a snack. I took a 
paper towel and crushed both of the ants. I flushed them down the toilet with my eyes averted 
from their mangled corpses. The fly, despite my best efforts, evaded me. I chased after it with a 
rolled-up magazine feeling like the butt of a joke, smacked the walls furiously until the roll bent 
in half, but not once did I graze the fly. I drove to Wegman’s and bought three sponges, a mop, 
and disinfectant. No one had ever taught me how to clean a house, but I did my best. I scrubbed 
the apartment back and forth from head to toe until I could nearly see my reflection in the tile 
floor. I washed every single dish by hand until my skin was raw and at risk of splitting.  By the 
end, my head was light, and my arms sore from scrubbing. The house gleamed. But still the fly 
buzzed, watching me from high up places and waiting for the mess to return. It would be okay. I 
would keep the apartment clean for the next few weeks and soon the fly would give up and leave 
me in peace. 
 So for weeks, I was a perfectly attentive housekeeper, or at least tried my best. I put my 
dishes in the dishwasher right after eating, hung my clothes the moment I removed them. But 
sometimes the dishwasher did not clean my dishes completely and left grubby brown stains that I 
was afraid to touch. Sometimes my clothes fell to the dark of my closet floor. I imagined that 
spiders and dust roamed in that dark, and so I let them live there, lost to the mess, hidden from 
the light, and resolved to simply not look down when I opened my closet door. 
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  When I had gone to live with my grandmother as a child, I was afraid. She and her house 
reminded me of a witch and her lair. It was a large, looming house- always dark, and often I had 
seen strange faces amidst the clutter. Her sink was buried with dishes, had been for years, and I 
knew that the roaches had taken it for their own, so I avoided the kitchen entirely. I heard 
scraping sounds in the walls while I slept. Sometimes I thought they were bugs, and sometimes 
ghosts: Poor souls that my grandmother had buried beneath her disorder. At night, I curled my 
knees to my chest and pretended that I was an egg: pure, clean and unborn, so that the mess 
could not touch me.  
I came home to the apartment one evening and there were three flies buzzing about. 
When I looked in my sink there was a dish there, crusted with old and graying tomato sauce. The 
the flies perched on the hardened food waste and rubbed their little hands together. I didn’t know 
how they were getting in- my door and windows were always shut. I crawled about looking for 
some kind of nest, and eventually concluded that they must be coming in from the vents. I pulled 
out a box of construction paper from the bottom of my dresser and taped it over each vent until 
my knees were red and my home was decorated with colorful rectangles and sloppily applied 
tape.  
The next day, I left very quickly. I didn’t much mind being at work: the restaurant was 
kept spotless as a rule, and the dishwashing and bus staff were there to clean up after everyone. 
When I returned home that night, I brought a man. I had found him on an app, met up with him 
at a McDonald’s to avoid coming home. I supposed that at least if I had company maybe the 
bugs and mold would stay in their dark corners that night. But the man woke up past midnight 
with something scuttling on his face and left the next morning without saying goodbye.  
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 The apartment was deteriorating. My shower curtain was birthing a dark, menacing mold 
that spread from the bottom up. It needed washing but I was afraid to touch it, terrified that the 
mold would spread to my skin. Flies buzzed about my kitchen, feasting on the crumbs and dirty 
dishes which I couldn’t seem to get rid of. I was reminded of a video game that I used to play, 
where if your character didn’t do their dishes a swarm of flies would form around them. 
Sometimes the game would glitch, so that I couldn’t wash them, and my avatar would just sit on 
the floor and cry.  
 I bought a pair of rubber gloves and scrubbed down the shower, mopped the floors again 
and hung fly traps about the kitchen. They dangled there, littered with raisiny little corpses with 
whom I avoided eye contact. But one day when I opened up the dishwasher, it was festering with 
mold: sticky-looking and black, spreading from the inner corners.  It clung on through every 
wash cycle, and I was too repulsed to clean it by hand. Soon enough a colony of glittering brown 
roaches settled there. I ran the dishwasher over and over again and swept away the corpses, but 
always they silently returned. Soon they had made a home out of the whole kitchen, and I was 
afraid to go for a glass of water at night. I retreated to my room and began taking my meals there, 
on paper plates, careful not to let any food drop to the floor. But soon the roaches came to my 
room as well, scuttling under my door, and I knew there were crumbs that I had missed, rotting 
somewhere beneath my bed. 
Once, I had read in a children’s magazine that each person swallows an average of seven 
bugs in their sleep every year. My grandmother told me that this was a myth, but the number 
always hung in the back of my mind on uneasy nights. I tried to sleep with my mouth closed, 
afraid that if not, some many-legged creature would creep its way between my lips and curl up 
on my tongue. I would die of fright, I had thought, if that happened.   
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In my apartment, I lay in bed, very still, with duct-tape on my mouth. If I listened very 
closely, I could hear, the squelching murmur of mold spreading in wet, dark places, the clicks of 
exoskeletons emerging from it, reaching for me. I pulled the sheets over my head, and my knees 
to my chest, and pretended that I was an egg. Pure, clean, and unborn, tucked inside of a shell 
where no mess could touch me. 
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 Social Creatures 
I am twenty-three years old. I am living alone, I have no real friends, and my job is to 
give LSD to rats. There’s more to it than that, but that’s the part I like to tell people about. The 
idea is to give it to them in microdoses and compare the effect to that of antidepressants. There’s 
a lot of promising research around the possibility of hallucinogens to treat depression and OCD. 
I’m working here because I needed to beef up my research experience to get into med school. I 
don’t actually know if I want to work in neuroscience, but I can’t deny it’s interesting. 
 The rats live in small plastic cells lined up in the creepiest room of the lab. When I arrive 
at the lab, the first thing that I do is go to give my rats their daily dosage of happiness. My 
favorite rat is rat number fifty-seven. My supervisor and I call her Dottie, even though she is 
gray, and has no dots at all. I like Dottie because she is squeaky in a nice way- not as though she 
is scared, or angry, but as if she is trying to talk to me. Today, when I walk into the rat room, 
Dottie stands up on her hind legs when she sees me, her little hands pressed against the 
plexiglass wall.  
 “Good morning,” I tell her. I will let her go first today, since she is the only one nice 
enough to say hi. I take her over to the table and hold her back down gently with my left hand. 
She is a medium-sized rat. Extremely ordinary-looking, but she has soft black eyes that speak to 
me. The injection goes into the loose skin on the back of her neck. I don't think it hurts- she 
never complains about it. Some of the other rats like to fuss, but I think that’s more out of 
principal than anything. 
 When Dottie is done, I give her a pet on the nose and put her back in her box so I can get 
the other rats over with. Even though the injections are probably the most exciting part of my 
job, I don’t like doing them because I hate having to put the rats back in their boxes after. They 
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always try to crawl up the wall, sniffing for freedom. To bother me, my supervisor Sammy likes 
to tell me how smart rats are. He tells me that they are the most intelligent of rodents and the 
most sociable. They live alone in their boxes so that their relationships with other rats don’t 
cause any uncontrolled variables.  Sammy says they probably wouldn’t be depressed in the first 
place if they weren’t isolated all the time. I tell him maybe that’s true, but then we wouldn’t be 
able to use our research to help anyone, so it really is for the greater good. Then he says 
something like,  
“Oh my God Molly, I’m just messing with you. Of course it’s for the greater good, 
they’re just rats.” 
 I like Sammy. He is annoying, and he is technically my boss, but the way we talk to each 
other makes me feel like I have someone here. It brings some needed contrast to the free time 
which I spend alone on the couch in my humid apartment working on med school applications, 
or scrolling through the social media of people I barely know. 
 In the afternoon, I help give the rats their weekly EEGs to measure their brain activity. It 
looks like activity is higher for those in the LSD condition, but maybe I’m just seeing what I 
want to. Today, Dottie’s brain is especially active, with the little lines on her chart all over the 
place. She’s acting differently too. She is still and quiet in my gloved hands and flinches when I 
reach to put the electrodes on her head. When I return her to her box, I wonder if she is trembling 
slightly. I make a note in her file. 
 “I think Dottie is having a bad reaction,” I tell Sammy. “She was acting really quiet 
today.” 
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 He says he will look into it, but I’m not hopeful that he will change her dosage. If she’s 
having a negative response, they’ll want to see how it develops. Which would make sense, but 
for some reason it still annoys me.  
 “You promise you’ll do your best to help her out?” I ask him. I know that Dottie is his 
favorite too. Sometimes he comes in when I’m taking her out of her box and tickles her nose. He 
is the one who first called her Dottie, although it was my idea to name her. 
 “You kind of remind me of a rat,” Sammy tells me, ignoring my question. 
 “What? Why?” Talking to Sammy can be tenuous, because I am often afraid that he is 
making fun of me. 
 “I don’t know. Because you’re smart. And you come across as kind of weird and sneaky 
but you’re actually pretty nice.” 
 I look at him with my mouth agape, half amused, half offended.  
 “I’m not sneaky,” I say finally, “I’m not sneaky at all.” 
 When I get home, my mother calls me on the phone to see how I am doing. She and my 
father are living it up in Canada right now, and I have a habit of saying worrying things to her so 
that she will call regularly. 
 “Hi honey, how are you?” my mother asks. 
 “I’m okay. Dottie was acting weird today,” I say. 
 “Yeah? What was she doing?” I know that my mother would prefer that I talk to her 
about a human friend, or that I at least have a human friend, but I pretend not to realize this. 
 “She was all quiet and twitchy. I don’t know, it was like she was scared. I think she’s 
having a bad reaction to the drugs.” 
 “Oh dear. How does LSD affect your brain exactly? I’ve been meaning to ask you.” 
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 I try to think how to best explain it. “Well, normally it makes the different sections of 
your brain more connected,” I say, “because it breaks down the network that controls all of that. 
So you become more aware of things you wouldn’t be conscious of otherwise. There are a lot of 
anecdotal stories of regular microdosing on hallucinogens helping with issues like depression, 
but not a lot of definitive research. One theory is that it creates new neural connections though. 
Whereas SSRIs, which is a type of antidepressant, they just increase serotonin in the brain by 
blocking it from being reabsorbed by the neurons after its release.” I wonder if I sound 
passionate right now. Med schools have told me that they are looking for passionate applicants.  
 “Have you ever thought about looking into antidepressants? Like the prescribable kind?” 
Smooth, Mom.  
 “Too expensive,” I say, and then, because I know she will offer some solution, “And I 
read that antidepressants aren’t much better than a placebo anyway.” On the other end of the line, 
my mother sighs. 
 “Well listen honey, I have to go, but call if you need anything, okay? Try to do something 
nice for yourself this weekend. Have some friends over maybe.” 
 I don’t want her to go. “Okay, I will. Love you Mom.” 
 “I love you too, Molly.” 
 I spend the weekend alone and immobile, as I knew that I would. I’ve been so tired 
recently, and I have no one to drag me out of the house. I force myself to edit my essays for 
medical school, trying to use words like “impassioned” and “fascination”. I tell myself that if I 
get in somewhere it all will feel worth it. When I return to the lab on Monday, Dottie is huddled 
in the back of her cage and looking thin. Her soft black eyes look up at me pleadingly, and I feel 
a twist in my heart. I make a beeline to her cage and open the door, the metal cold against my 
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fingers. I scoop her up into my gloved hands and bring her to my face. Her whiskers are 
twitching, and her eyes bug out of her head. There’s no way that I can inject her when she’s like 
this. I put her back in her cage and leave the rat room to call Sammy over, but he just shakes his 
head at me. 
 “Her reaction to the drugs is important. You know that buddy,” he says. “If we pull her 
out now, we’ll be losing valuable information.” He smiles at me like my concern is sweet and 
pats my shoulder. 
 “It’s just a rat, Molly.” 
 I am furious, perhaps disproportionately so. But Sammy’s snarky sense of superiority 
makes me bristle.  Back in the rat room, I unlock the cupboard and remove the bag of disposable 
syringes and supply of LSD. I go through every rat but Dottie one by one, hoping that by the 
time that I get to her she will look less petrified. But she doesn’t, of course. I roll a syringe 
between my fingers and watch her. She’s so alone in that cage, and who knows what’s going on 
inside her little head. I can’t hurt her more.  
 I know that they weigh our LSD supply every evening to make sure that the right amount 
has been administered and that none has been stolen, so I decide to take a dose into the syringe 
and then flush it down the sink. But for some reason that feels wrong, like a waste. I’m already 
breaking the rules anyway. I tuck the filled syringe into my pocket and lock the rat room behind 
me as I exit with a satisfying click. 
 It is not my intention to begin stockpiling LSD, but soon enough there is a neat row of 
syringes lined up on the bottom shelf of my medicine cabinet. It’s barely any drugs, really, 
because the doses that we deliver are for such tiny animals. But as the week progresses, I realize 
that I could actually make myself a trip out of this if I want to. The idea is intriguing to me. I’ve 
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always avoided drugs, avoided parties even. The concepts make me anxious, and I’ve always 
been afraid that indulgence would somehow knock me off my track and onto rock bottom. But at 
the same time, I’m curious. I am getting tired of my own brain. Maybe a trip would be good for 
me. 
 At home, I lie on my back in bed and try to pretend that I am in my childhood room, 
tucked in for bed while my parents chat in the living room, too tired to hear. I have two fans 
going at the highest setting, yet the heat in my room is stifling. I think of hot summer’s nights as 
a kid in late July, lying on top of my sheets with a fan roaring and flipping the pillow every ten 
minutes, praying the other side would be cool. I can feel my skin growing damp with the 
beginnings of a sweat. I’m wasting away here. 
I go into the bathroom, and the tile is almost cool on my feet. I open the mirrored 
medicine cabinet, my reflection swinging past me, and sweep my stash of syringes into my fist. 
Without stopping to reconsider, I deposit their contents on my tongue, one by one, and dump the 
shells of the syringes into my overflowing wastebasket.  
I decide to walk to a burger place down the street, where a waitress seats me at a table for 
one, and I improvise my order off of the menu. I stack all of the appealing ingredients onto one 
veggie patty: sauerkraut, swiss cheese, pickles, ketchup, mustard, and avocado with a side of 
fries. I don’t think I’ve actually built my own burger since I was a kid. I usually just stick to the 
ones on the menu. As I wait, I trace the natural swirling pattern on the dark wooden table with 
great interest. The swirls are trapped between a waxy overcoat, and just as I am beginning to dig 
into it with my nails in an attempt to free the wood, I realize that I am already high and place my 
hands in my lap in an attempt to look normal. I am scared, certain that someone will notice 
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somehow. But at the same time, the risk is exciting. I don’t know when I was last excited about 
something. 
When the food arrives and I bite into it, I feel like my tongue is melting. The flavors are 
overwhelming in my mouth, bouncing off one another and sticking together. I take huge bites 
and hold each one on my tongue until I am sure that I have tasted every individual flavor. I watch 
pedestrians through the window as I eat. There are lots of couples out tonight, lots of groups, lots 
of families. They walk holding hands or brushing shoulders and laugh like they are in private. I 
try to think of the last time that I went out to eat with another person, other than when my parents 
have visited. I’ve never had an easy time connecting with others, but back in college, I at least 
had a quasi-group of friends, my freshman year suitemates, that would grab lunch once every 
few weeks. I’ve fallen out of touch with them now. When I think about it, I always had to push 
myself to engage with them anyway. It’s not that I don’t want to be close with people, I do. But 
the steps taken to get there make my palms sweat. 
For the first time I feel self-conscious to be eating alone. I am the only lone diner in the 
restaurant. But I don’t think anyone is watching me. I try to feel what the other customers are 
feeling, to dine with them in a sense. Perhaps, from the tight way that she taps her foot against 
the leg of her stool, the woman with the long straight hair is feeling irritated with her date, but 
they are not yet at a stage in their relationship where she can openly express that. Perhaps the 
gray-haired man sitting with who I assume are his daughters is feeling terribly nostalgic and 
melancholy. Perhaps they are out to celebrate a birthday, all that he can think of is the 
increasingly salient sensation that time is slipping out of his grasp before he can even stop to 
look at it. I pay my check with tears welling in my eyes and leave before anyone else notices. I 
miss my parents. I miss companionship, if I’ve ever had it. I miss Dottie. I wonder if this is what 
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she was feeling back when I still dosed her.  If she could sense everything but there was nothing 
to do about it and that’s what got to her. I think about her now, all by herself in her plexiglass 
cage in the dark. She must be lonely too. 
 Dottie has calmed down since I stopped giving her injections. She’s putting on weight 
and the crazed look is fading from her eyes. Although I’m not dosing her, I take her out in the 
morning just to pet her a little bit. She likes to curl up in my hands and rub her nose against my 
thumb. Her whiskers tickle my skin. But when I put her back in the cage, I can swear that her 
face goes dark. She stands up against the wall and squeaks for me to come get her, her little nose 
twitching. The drugs weren’t the problem, I think. The solitude is the problem. When I finally 
fall asleep late that night, the only thought in my head is that I need to do more for her. I need to 
get her out of there. 
 The next day in the lab, Sammy points out to me how much better Dottie is doing, and I 
cross my arms and force a smile. 
 “Yeah, what a relief,” I say, “She must have just been going through a rough patch.” 
 “You’re very empathetic,” Sammy says to me, “I wouldn’t have known that about you.” 
 “I don’t know if I am,” I say. I am going to say that I don’t really have anyone that I’m 
close to I can empathize with, but that sounds pathetic. “I spend a lot of time alone,” I say 
finally.  
 “I know. But that doesn’t mean you’re not empathetic,” Sammy says, “Maybe you have 
to be alone because otherwise you get too wrapped up in people’s problems.” 
 “I don’t know if that’s true,” I say. I have always attributed it more to my being 
somewhat socially awkward. “But maybe.” 
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 The conversation makes me feel guilty. Sammy trusts me. He is my friend, if I have any, 
and I am undermining his authority. But it doesn’t matter. I can’t leave Dottie alone for another 
night. 
 After dinner that evening, I return to the lab. The parking lot is deserted. I let myself into 
the building quietly, the cool air hitting my skin instantly. I walk down the unlit hall towards the 
rat room. My shoes click loudly under my feet, and I breathe shallowly. When I reach the rat 
room, the key slides into the lock like butter. I’ve always liked that sensation: the feeling of a key 
that fits into a lock with no resistance. The rats are lined up against their far wall in their boxes. 
Most of them are asleep, or pretending to be because there’s nothing better to do. But not Dottie. 
She is sitting with her eyes wide open, watching me. I walk over to her box and slide it out. I 
reach out my hands and she watches me nervously. It occurs to me that she might not even know 
me from the next person and that makes me sad. But after a minute, she twitches her whiskers 
and scuttles into my open palms. I pull her close to my chest and pet her ears with my index 
finger.  
 “Let’s get out of here, girl,” I say.  
 I leave her box half hanging out of its cubbyhole in the unlikely hope that it will look like 
she somehow got it open herself. At home, I put her in a guinea pig cage that I have picked up 
from PetSmart. I open the door and let her scurry around my room, sniffing every corner. 
Afterward, she crawls up my legs and nestles onto my thigh. She likes it here, I think. My room 
is messy, with clothes and gum wrappers strewn about the floor, but that leaves her more to 
explore. It feels brighter now that she is here, more welcoming. I have purchased her a big 
hamster wheel for her cage, and she runs in it almost constantly. The clickety-clack sound of the 
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wheel spinning on the axel makes my apartment feel less empty. Maybe I will get a second rat, I 
think. Another friend for both of us. 
 When I return to work the next day Sammy beelines to me instantly, his jaw set.  
 “Dottie is gone,” he says.  
 “Oh no!”  
 He looks at me. I am not a good liar. 
 “How did she escape?” I ask him. 
 “She can’t have escaped,” he tells me irritably, “otherwise she would still be scurrying 
around the rat room. No matter how smart she is she can’t unlock doors.” 
 “Oh,” I say, “That’s crazy.” 
 “Molly.” His voice is strained.  
 “Listen,” I say, “I’ve got to get to work, but I’ll let you know if I find anything.” I scurry 
off into the rat room before Sammy can reply. 
 For the rest of the day, I avoid him, smiling brightly at him in the hallway and then 
brushing past before he can say anything. I can feel him watching me throughout the day, 
waiting for me to crack. He knows. There’s no way he doesn’t know. 
On Friday, I get called into Sammy’s office. Sammy never calls me into his office, unless 
it is to share some workplace gossip or an inside joke, but he’s not smiling now. His office is a 
tidy mostly and bare room with only one window. He sits at his desk with his hands folded and 
face drawn beneath his beard. 
“I know that you stole her Molly,” he tells me, with a set jaw. “I saw you on the camera, 
if it wasn't obvious enough already. And even better, when I went back to look at the days prior, 
I saw you stealing LSD.”  
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“I’m sorry,” I say. I should be panicking, but at the moment I am just relieved to go home 
early. Sammy glowers at me some more and I pull at the skin on my arm, not sure what else to 
say.  The anger in Sammy’s eyes makes my chest hurt. “I can keep Dottie, right?” I finally blurt 
out, “She hasn’t been getting dosed, there’s no way she’s usable for the study anymore.” 
Sammy narrows his eyes. “I can’t believe you Molly,” he says. “You’re lucky I’m not 
pressing charges. Please just leave.”  
I want him to say something else, want him to tell me he feels like I betrayed him, that he 
lost a friend. But all that he says is: 
“Out, Molly.”  
He points his finger at the door like a mean cartoon boss, and I just stand there stupidly 
for a second, unable to process that he, goofy, cynical Sammy, is actually speaking to me this 
way. I am angry at him for not caring. He was supposed to be my almost-friend. He was the one 
who gave Dottie her name. But evidently, we didn’t mean anything more to him than a 
workplace distraction. 
I pack up my things and go. My heels click against the tile floor as I exit, drawing too 
much attention.  I keep my head down so as not to make eye-contact with anyone on my way 
out, and the burn of my supervisor’s eyes against my back makes my armpits sweat.  
 As I drive home, I wonder to myself if I can possibly plead being mentally disturbed as 
an excuse for my behavior. My behavior this week is certainly not something I ever would have 
believed I would do. If I was worried about my future before, I should be freaking out now. My 
med school applications are fucked- I needed the lab as a reference. But at the same time, the 
insurgence is exhilarating. This is the first time in my whole life that I haven’t had a plan.   
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When I arrive at home, I call my mother. I don’t tell her about the acid or Dottie or my 
job. I can’t bear to process any of that right now, and besides, I know it would just freak her out. 
Instead, I talk to her about the rats, ignoring the chaos in the back of my head. 
  “Do you know how they tell if the rats are depressed enough for the study?” I ask her. 
  “No,” she says, curious for my sake, “How do they?” 
 “You put them in a bucket of water,” I said, “And if they swim they’re healthy, but if 
they give up right away and just float there, that means they’re depressed.” 
 She is quiet for a second. “What would you do?” she asks. 
 “I’d like to be a swimmer,” I say, “But I’m starting to wonder why bother if you’re stuck 
in a bucket anyway.” 
  “Well,” she says, “swimming is fun for some people.” 
 “That’s true,” I said. “I hadn’t thought of that.” 
 Dottie is in her cage in the corner of my room, running in her hamster wheel. It rolls and 
rolls, clickity clack, happier than ever, going nowhere. 




 Laura and Violet are sitting in an ice-cream shop waiting for their check-in time to arrive 
so that they can drop their luggage off at the hotel. It is the same ice-cream shop that, when their 
mother was alive, their family used to visit on their vacations to Wilmington: a small, brightly lit 
storefront with pastel walls and small white plastic seats and tables. They are here (in 
Wilmington, not the ice-cream shop) at the behest of their father, who took twenty-two year old 
Laura aside a couple of weeks ago and said that it would mean a lot to her younger sister if they 
took the time to reconnect while he was away on his business trip to Memphis. And Laura, 
reluctant to say no to her father, who had gone through so much, agreed. It wasn’t as though she 
had anywhere else to be: she had graduated unemployed. Much to Laura’s surprise, Violet 
agreed as well. 
Violet is eating a bright blue cotton candy flavored cone, and Laura frozen yogurt with 
fruit. They eat their ice cream by the window, sunlight streaming in and bouncing off of their 
little white table.  They are both fast eaters by nature, although Laura always tries to make her 
food last. While she cuts up a raspberry with her spoon Violet sighs and excuses herself to the 
bathroom. Laura watches her sister leave, her purple ponytail swaying behind her. Violet has 
changed this year, in a way Laura wasn’t able to notice until they were alone together. It’s not 
just the hair, or her resentment toward Laura for hiding herself away at college the past two 
years, it’s not just her grief. She is stiller than she used to be and doesn’t share about herself 
unless she has to. It has been dawning on Laura that she may not even know who Violet is 
anymore. Violet has left her phone lying on the table, and when she sees it light up, Laura cannot 
resist the temptation to see who her sister is texting. 
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 “I wish I could be holding you right now,” the text reads, and Laura feels a flutter of 
excitement for Violet, but her stomach lurches when she sees the contact: Eric M. The only Eric 
M. that Laura has heard of is Violet’s married piano teacher, who she recalls as being an almost-
handsome, not-quite young man with a sullen demeanor. Yet Violet is fond of him, and he has 
shown kindness to her in the past, offering her a job at his music shop when Mom died, and now 
Laura wonders if this gesture may have had a sinister motivation. But she’s jumping to 
conclusions, she has to be. Surely there’s another Eric M. that Violet has not mentioned.  
 When Violet returns to the table, she eyes her phone suspiciously and Laura picks at her 
yogurt, her mind whirling. She’s being paranoid, she’s being paranoid. 
 “How are you feeling about college?” Laura asks finally. “Excited to get out of the 
state?” 
 Violet pulls her mouth to one side. “Mmm… I don’t know,” She says, “I’m thinking 
about deferring for a year.” 
 Laura already knows this from Dad, but at least Violet is the one sharing the information 
this time. 
 “Oh yeah? Why’s that?” 
 Violet picks at her phone case. 
 “I guess I just don’t really feel ready. This was a hard year for me and I just feel like I 
could use a break.” 
  “That makes sense,” she says, “What would you do during your gap year?” 
“Work at the music shop,” Violet says. She looks guilty, like she does when she is lying. 
“Eric said maybe I could even start giving lessons to beginners.” 
 Laura’s fist clenches under the table, and she struggles to keep her tone even.  
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 “Do you like piano?” she asks, “I never hear you practice anymore. 
 “Yeah,” says Violet. “I like it. And I like working in the music shop. It would be 
something to do.” 
 Violet picks up her phone and checks it subtly. Her face lights up into a smile, and Laura 
watches her tuck the corners of her mouth down self-consciously, hide her phone away into her 
pocket. It’s the same Eric. Laura is sure. She feels sick to her stomach, tries to conjure up an 
image of Eric: his face, his age. What comes to her is a vague blend of all of the creepy men she 
has known in the past. But what he looks like means nothing, anyway. As far as Laura is 
concerned, he’s a monster.  Laura wants to take Violet’s phone out of her pocket and throw it 
across the ice cream shop, but she knows that wouldn’t do any good. 
 “You’ll be okay,” she says finally, “You’re tough.”  
Violet looks at her warily, but nods like she agrees. 
 When they check in at the hotel, Laura is reminded how warm Violet is with everyone 
but her. She has the same friendly ease in talking to strangers that their mother did, something 
Laura also prides herself on. While Violet exchanges compliments with the receptionist, Laura 
surveys the lobby. It looks the same as it did when they were kids: eclectic chairs, little potted 
palm trees lining the walls, a framed painting of a child and dog playing in the waves. A fish 
tank in the corner. When they were children, Laura and Violet had names for all of the fish, but 
now the only one that Laura can remember is Bendy, Violet’s favorite. Bendy was a small, 
sickly-looking goldfish with a kink in his tail. Laura had always privately thought that he was 
doomed to die at any minute. But time and time again, they returned to the hotel and Bendy was 
always there waiting for them.  
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The thought of Violet’s devotion to Bendy breaks Laura’s heart a little bit. Her sister, 
despite her self-centeredness, is at her core a tenderhearted girl with romantic ideals. Easily 
manipulated, Laura thinks bitterly.  
They drop their things off in the hotel room, and all the way Laura watches her sister for 
signs. Signs of what, she is not sure exactly. Of guilt, of a secret, of fear. Violet is the same as 
always: tired yet more or less cheerful, distant but not in any way that is new. The normalcy with 
which her sister conducts herself bothers Laura. Despite the current rift between them, she’s 
always felt like she knew her sister well, knew her better than anyone once. But clearly they are 
not so attuned to each other as Laura once thought.  
 They make their way down to the beach and stretch out on the sand. When two scruffy 
looking men in their late twenties invite themselves over, Laura thinks not for the first time that 
Violet is too pretty for her own good.  
 “You girls wanna join us for some volleyball?” the taller one asks. He is looking at 
Violet. 
 Violet smiles up at him. “No thanks. You don’t want me on your team anyway, I’m 
terrible.” 
 “Aw, that’s no fun,” he says. “What about your friend?” 
 Laura smiles thinly and shakes her head. She pulls Love in the Time of Cholera out of her 
satchel and flips to a random page, pretending to read and listening to the conversation.  
 “Is that a good book?” the second guy asks. Laura nods without looking up. The taller 
guy crouches down next to Violet.  
 “I like your hair,” he says, reaching for a strand. 
 “Thanks! It’s a lot of trouble to upkeep but I think it’s worth it.” 
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 “It is.”  
 Staring blankly at her book, Laura can imagine the guy’s creepy sideways smile, that 
self-satisfied look of power men get when hitting on younger girls. She curls and uncurls her 
toes. She is irritated with Violet, though perhaps that is cruel. No wonder she got herself caught 
up with Eric- the girl loves attention.  
 The second guy hangs back now while his friend leans in to speak to Violet. 
 “So, what do you do for fun?”  
 Laura’s head shoots up with its own volition. 
 “She goes to high school,” she snaps. She glares straight into the creep’s eyes. They are 
too pale, like there is no soul behind them. 
 “Alright then,” the guy says slowly. He puts his hands up and gives Laura a stupid smirk 
that is probably meant to make her feel like she’s being crazy.  
 “Have a nice afternoon,” Laura says coldly. She catches Violet glance up with an 
apologetic smile before turning her eyes back to the ground. 
 “You know,” Violet says, “I don’t really go to high school anymore. I graduated three 
weeks ago, remember? I’m eighteen, I’m an adult now.” 
 Laura shakes her head angrily. “That’s not how it works Violet, come on. You don’t just 
magically become a grown-up once the seven in your age switches to an eight. Don’t let anyone 
tell you otherwise.” 
 “Who would tell me otherwise?” says Violet. 
 Laura looks at her sister. Violet has an open face, a youthful face, and the thought of Eric 
looking into her eyes nauseates Laura. 
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 “Vi,” she says finally, “You know you can talk to me about anything, right? I’m not- I 
want to be there for you.” 
 Violet rolls her eyes without hesitating. “Okay, Laura. That would have been nice to hear 
two years ago.” 
 “Seriously?” says Laura, “I thought we moved past this.” 
 Violet crosses her arms, looks out into the rolling ocean. “Sure. But I’m just saying, you 
can’t just practically drop out of my life to hide at college when Mom dies and then expect me to 
be all best-buddy with you again.” 
 “It was a hard time for me too, Violet,” says Laura. “I wasn’t trying to abandon you. I 
didn’t have the energy to be a good sister back then. I told you I’m sorry.” 
 “I know,” Violet says. “It’s fine. I grew up quicker because of it.” 
 To Laura, the statement implies that it is her own fault that Violet has become involved 
with a predatory married guy. 
 “I wish you wouldn't say that. You’re still a kid. Trying to be more adult than you are 
will hurt you.” 
 And to Laura’s chagrin, Violet laughs. “You don’t know me as well as you think. But 
come on, let’s drop it.” 
 Laura gasps as Violet snaps the back of her suit open and a parade of sand grains come 
rolling down her butt. Violet hops up and kisses her on the head.   
 Laura jumps up to smack her but before she can her sister is off, racing to the waves.  
 When the sisters return to the hotel, they are sandy, sunburnt and tired. Laura, despite her 
best efforts, has made no progress in getting her sister to divulge her secret, and the more that she 
tries to push for a serious conversation, the goofier and more light-hearted that Violet becomes. 
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In the hotel room, they lie in their separate twin beds and face each other. When they were 
younger, their family would always rent a hotel room with two double beds and Laura and Violet 
would sleep next to each other with their parents just on the other side of the room. They would 
giggle, and talk about movies or boys, or mock their father’s snoring. The space between them 
feels opaque somehow, like talking through a foggy window. 
 “Do you have any secrets, Violet?” Laura whispers through the dark. 
 Violet is silent. “Only the normal kind,” she says finally. “Why, do you?” 
 “Only the normal kind,” Laura says with a sigh. And sleep takes them. 
 Violet’s alarm goes off at 8:30 am and Laura doesn’t want to wake up. She lets the 
weight of her body sink into the lumpy hotel mattress and thinks about all of the horribleness that 
will await her when she gets out of bed.  
 “What kind of vacation is this,” she groans, head under the covers.  
 “Continental breakfast ends at 9:30,” Violet says staunchly, “and breakfast is the best 
meal of the day. Let’s go, lazybones!” 
The plan for the day is to visit the aquarium, a staple of every family beach trip. It’s 
always been the only activity that both sisters equally enjoy. As children, they would race back 
and forth in front of the tanks, calling dibs on their favorite fish, and push in front of each other 
to get to the rays in the touch tank. Once, there had been a fossil dig, and when Violet had failed 
to find anything, Laura had snuck one of her shark teeth into Violet’s patch. She never told 
anyone. 
At the aquarium, Laura and Violet realize that they are too old for the touch tank, and 
instead meander to a giant tank of rays and sea turtles. Infuriatingly, Violet checks her phone 
constantly, always angling it so that Laura can’t see the screen. 
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“My friends,” she says, when Laura asks who she’s talking to.  
“What friends?” 
“A bunch,” Violet says irritably. “Mind your own business, will you?” 
Laura wants to kick her, but their relationship is already on thin ice, and she is 
determined to coax the truth out of Violet without force. Instead, she watches the turtles, and 
plays a good sister to Violet, ignoring the unrelenting chime of her phone. 
They spend a long time looking at the cuttlefish. It lies still in its tank, occasionally 
curling its tentacles or blinking a strange w-shaped eye. 
Laura leans in toward the tank. “It’s amazing, isn’t it? Did you know that they change 
colors to camouflage?” 
“To protect themselves or to catch things?”  
”I don’t know. To catch things, I think.” Laura watches her sister frown out of the corner 
of her eye. 
Violet shakes her head, an instant dismissal. “Mm. I don’t think that’s right. Do you want 
to move onto the next room now? I want to see if they have manatees yet.” 
“They’re never going to have manatees,” Laura says quietly, “There’s not enough space.” 
But she knows that Violet is always going to check, and so she follows her sister out anyway. 
That night, Violet convinces Laura to buy two bottles of wine. Laura figures that if 
there’s any way to gain her sisters’ trust, it’s through providing illegal substances. Violet also 
buys a 9-dollar cigar which she wants to split by the ocean, but soon they realize that they need 
to cut it and don’t have anything to do so with. They try to do it with Laura’s car key, but this 
ruins the wrapping, and tobacco comes spilling out of the skin. So, they give up and take their 
wine bottles back to the hotel room to drink out of complimentary plastic water cups. 
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Within an hour, Violet is half a bottle in, and Laura eyes her nervously. 
“Is this your first time drinking?” 
“No,” Violet says, affronted, “I have with my friends before. I’m EIGHTEEN you 
know.” 
“Yeah, okay…” Laura can feel the warmth of her second glass coursing through her 
veins but she is too anxious to be enjoying herself.  
“Tell me about your love life,” she says, abandoning subtlety. “Have you been dating at 
all recently?” 
Violet shakes her head too happily. “I’m planning to die alone.” 
“Just going to work in the music shop forever, huh?” 
Violet narrows her eyes, trying to gauge Laura’s tone. 
“Maybe. I like it there.” 
“Let’s play a game,” Laura says, smiling as brightly as she can. 
“What kind of game?” 
“Like, a fun sleepover game. Let’s do “Never Have I Ever”. 
And so they play. Laura eases into her big question, partially to get Violet’s guard down 
and partially because she is genuinely curious whether her sister has ever smoked pot. (She 
hasn’t, apparently.) 
For her turn, Violet says never has she ever kissed a girl, because she knows it will get 
Laura’s finger down. 
“Never have I ever kissed someone more than a year older than me,” Laura says next. 
Violet waits for a moment and then drops a finger. Laura pounces. 
“Who?” she asks. 
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“Just some guy,” Violet says,  
“I know you haven’t kissed that many people. It can’t just be some guy.” 
“It was,” says Violet, “It was some guy at a party. I don’t even know his name.” 
“You don’t even know his name, but you know he’s two years older than you?” 
“I could tell. He looked older.” Violet sips her drink. “You know, this game is kind of 
stupid when there are only two of us. Why don’t we just watch a movie or something?” 
Laura shakes her head. “You never used to hide things from me.” 
“What am I hiding?” Violet is looking at Laura, afraid that she will answer. 
“I saw your texts with Eric,” Laura says finally.  
Violet’s face goes white. “I- You must have taken something out of context. What did 
you see?” 
“Don’t bother Violet. I’m not an idiot.” 
Violet clenches her jaw. “I can’t believe you looked through my phone.” 
“I didn’t look through it, I saw the text pop up on the screen.” 
“Oh yeah, just by happenstance I’m sure. Jesus, Laura I wish you would stay out of my 
fucking business. Why can’t you just be a normal sister instead of peacing out for a couple years 
and then getting obsessed with me all of a sudden?” 
“What? Oh, for God’s sake. I’m not obsessed, I’m fucking worried. He is so clearly 
taking advantage of you. This is predatory.” 
 Violet’s face is red. From wine, shame, anger, Laura can’t tell. Maybe all three.  
 “He’s not a predator, Laura. We’re in love. Neither of us meant for this to happen, but—” 
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 “No, no. That is not love; that is not what fucking love is. He’s known you since you 
were fourteen Violet! When you had braces. Think about that, think about how much power he’s 
had over you.” 
 “Obviously it wasn’t like that then. But we’ve always gotten along really well, and when 
Mom died, he was there for me more than anyone else was. And we got really close, and then the 
feelings just developed. He’s not happy with his wife, Laura, he needs me as much as I need 
him.” 
 “Vi, you were vulnerable. He took advantage of your vulnerability.” 
 “No.” 
 “You’re a kid.” 
 “I’m eighteen. Why do I have to keep fucking reminding you of that?” 
 “You’re a teenager. Your brain doesn’t fully develop until you’re twenty-five, did you 
know that? You’re not old enough for Eric. I wouldn’t even be old enough for Eric!” 
 “Look, women are biologically more mature than men. And I’m mature for my age. 
 The statement has the sound of something she is repeating from Eric. “You’ve got to be 
kidding me. Not twice-your-age more mature! Violet, why can’t you see how messed up this is?” 
 “Look Laura, maybe if you’d been there for me earlier things would be different.” 
 “Don’t you dare try to pin this on me.” Laura’s throat tightens.  “I was going through the 
same shit you were, and I didn’t start an affair with anybody. God, you will let people get away 
with anything if they compliment you first.” 
 Violet looks up and glares at her. “Fuck you, Laura. You think you’re so high and 
mighty, but you don’t know anything! You don’t do, anything, all you do is hide away at college 
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and study and avoid ever having to actually experience anything. And look where it’s gotten you. 
All that caution, and you still graduated without a job.” 
 Laura is practically shaking with fury. She reaches to the floor, grabs her flip-flop, and 
flings it across the room as hard as she can. It hits the middle of Violet’s forehead with a smack, 
and falls to the floor, leaving a red mark in the shape of a semi-circle above Violet’s eyebrows. 
Violet sits there, mouth agape, and slowly brings her fingers to the mark. Shit. 
 Laura hasn’t physically hurt her sister since middle school, maybe even before then. 
Memories flood back to her of seeing that same expression on Violet’s face, rushing to control 
the damage before she could cry for their parents. 
 “I’m sorry,” Laura says. 
 Violet lets out a little breath, an almost-laugh, almost-sob. “I knew this would happen. I 
knew you would think I’m a bad person.” Her voice is shaky.  
 “What? No, I didn’t say that.” 
 “I know that I sort of am,” says Violet. “It’s not fair to his wife, and it would break Dad’s 
heart. But you don’t understand how I feel about him.” 
 Laura groans inwardly. “No, don’t think about it like that. I shouldn’t have said that thing 
about people flattering you, that was mean.  It should have been his responsibility to make 
boundaries with you. You need to get away from him for your own good.”   
 Violet shakes her head. “You don’t understand. We have a connection. It’s like, like our 
souls are tangled, almost. I don’t know how else to explain it.”  
 The intensity in Violet’s voice makes Laura’s heart hurt. Silly girl, she wants to say. But 
she holds her tongue.  
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 “Look, maybe you do have a connection, but there’s no way for there to be a healthy 
relationship between you too. And if you’re not going to listen to me, I don’t know what to do 
other than talk to Dad about it.” 
 “No!” Violet’s voice is a shriek and her eyes are wild. “Please don’t, please! He’ll get 
Eric in trouble, it will ruin his career! And think about me, Laura. I love him. This was my 
choice too.”  
 Laura sits down on the bed heavily. She listens to the whir of the AC unit, inspects the 
vaguely Celtic design on the hotel carpet. She traces it with her toe, feeling the soft burn run 
through her foot. 
 “Do you want to sit down?” She asks Violet. 
 Violet crosses the room tentatively and lies back on the bed next to Laura with her feet 
hanging off.  
 “I know it’s bad,” she says finally. “And I don’t really know what to do. But no one can 
find out.” 
 Laura leans back to lay next to her sister. She tries to feel her weight releasing into the 
bed, and the softness of the bed supporting her. She wraps her arms around Violet’s body and 
pulls her in, feeling her sister’s shallow breath against her shoulder.  
 Laura thinks back to the aquarium, to Violet’s insistence that the cuttlefish only changed 
colors to protect itself, her futile hope that a manatee would manifest in one of the small tanks. 
She remembers how things were at the beginning of the summer, how she came home and Violet 
would barely even smile at her. She thinks about how lonely it is when they are not friends. She 
thinks about the scandal Violet will be in and the scrutiny she will face if anyone else finds out 
about this madness.  
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 Violet will have to leave him. But perhaps she can do it on her own volition. 
 “I won’t tell Dad,” Laura says. “But we have to work through this together.” And Violet 
hugs her back.  
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Thomas and Esther 
 As they settled into the crowded train car, Thomas felt more cheerful than he had in ages. 
He was all the more pleased when he saw two aisle seats open across from one another at the 
only table in the car. 
 “Mind if we slide in with you?” He asked the dark-haired woman already sitting there. 
 “Of course,” she said without looking up from her magazine. 
 Esther sat down beside the woman, and Thomas across from Esther.  He reached into his 
duffle bag and pulled out the bottle of prosecco he’d brought for the occasion, along with two 
plastic flutes. He filled them. 
 “Cheers,” Esther said as he handed one over. Thomas smiled. He’d missed hearing her 
say that. There’d been a time when he’d heard it almost every night before dinner, and he’d 
never appreciated it when he should have.  
 “I’ve texted James that we’re on our way,” he said, and Esther nodded.  
 “Isn’t his new home beautiful?” 
 “It is,” Thomas agreed. This was the first time that he and Esther would be visiting the 
new place outside of London together. For their son’s 45th birthday, the pair were traveling 
together for the first time in twenty years. Thomas had to admit that it felt good. When they’d 
run into each other at a birthday party two weeks ago, his first instinct had been to run. He knew 
Esther had a certain amount of residual anger towards him from the divorce. But he’d sucked it 
up and said hello, and they’d actually fallen into a lovely conversation. And then they’d both 
been planning on attending the party that month, and they were both still living in Conwy, so it 
only made sense to commute together. Easier for James that way. And, strangely enough, it 
might be nicer for Thomas and Esther as well. 
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 Esther had aged, certainly, but her face was still hers, and she was still an attractive 
woman. Her white hair made her look ethereal, her figure was trimmer than his, and she wore a 
necklace of unique pink stones that held true to the slightly unusual jewelry she’d worn her 
whole life. It suited her. Although really, she was the type of woman who could pull any style 
off. She smiled at him from over her glass. 
 “This was a sweet idea Tom, thanks for this.”  
 “Sure,” He said, “Just like when we went to visit your parents in college. Only this time it 
won’t be your dad picking us up in that BMW with his crazy driving.” 
 Esther widened her eyes. “It was horrible! My sister would refuse to ride with him you 
know. And that BMW. He knew nothing about cars. He only got it for the name, it could have 
been a Mustang, anything, he couldn’t have told the difference.” 
 Thomas laughed. It was amazing to him how natural talking with Esther was. He found 
himself lost in his memories of the good old days, when they were still teenagers with no aches 
or pains, and no reason for resentment toward each other. They chatted on about where their 
friends were now, spoke solemnly of Terrence, who had passed away the year prior. An hour 
went by and Thomas barely noticed. The champagne bottle was empty. 
 “I’ll get us some more wine from the shopping car,” he announced at the next stop. He 
made his way down the aisle before Esther could protest, smiling to himself as he entered the 
next car. Perhaps he shouldn’t think this way, but he couldn’t help feeling that Esther may be the 
woman he would end up with after all. It only made sense: they’d raised a child together. And 
Hell could she be fiery, but if he was being honest he quite liked that in a woman. 
 Objectively, the divorce had been his fault. He’d had an affair with one of the mothers of 
a younger child at James’ school, and caused a scandal that shook half of Conwy. It had been 
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idiotic of him, a desperate cry for attention when Esther seemed too busy caring for James and 
the mental children she worked with to continue babying Thomas, a full-grown man. He’d felt 
immensely stupid afterwards. But by then the damage had been done. Esther declared she’d 
never forgive him, and he’d ended up marrying the mother he’d had an affair with just to make 
the whole disaster seem worth it. James had grown to love his stepmother and stepsister, 
actually, but after the kids had gone to college, Thomas and his second wife had agreed more or 
less peacefully that they had no reason to stay together. Thomas knew that his ex-wife and 
stepdaughter would be making an appearance at the party and was trying not to think about it. 
Esther, though goodhearted, was not the type to forgive and forget. 
 It was 10 pounds for a half bottle of wine, but Thomas decided the occasion allowed the 
splurge. When he returned to the car though, something was off. Esther had tensed, and Thomas 
realized that the seat diagonal from her had been filled by a scraggly-looking, lanky bloke 
holding  a half-empty bottle of Jameson. The man swayed back in forth in his seat, eyes hidden 
by sunglasses, muttering to himself in guttural tones. Choosing to ignore the interloper, Thomas 
returned to his seat with a pointed casualness, and unscrewed the wine.  
 “You know, I was thinking about that business with your dad- do you think he drove 
recklessly on purpose? Or was he truly that bloody awful at it?” 
 “I really can’t say,” Esther laughed, only slightly forcefully, “You know him, he was 
always a wildcard.” 
 The man in the sunglasses laughed abruptly. “Always a wildcard...” he muttered.  
 Esther looked at Thomas uncertainly, but he was determined not to react. 
 “That he was,” he said loudly.  
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 The man leaned over across the aisle. “It’s my birthday,” he said confidentially. His voice 
was low and scratchy- must have been a smoker. 
 “Is it?” Esther said, “Happy birthday.” The man nodded.  
 “I’m sorry,” he slurred, “I’m very-very- I’m very-very drunk.” 
 Thomas looked around the car for the first time to see if anyone was reacting. Everyone’s 
eyes were trained on their books, or screens, or out the window. Either they hadn’t noticed the 
man or they were ignoring him.  
 “That’s alright,” Esther said warmly. It irritated Thomas, that she could be so warm to 
this random tosser, yet pick at him for the smallest annoyances. 
 Esther was focused on the man in sunglasses. “Where are you going dear? Do you have 
someone to meet you?” 
 “I’m- I’m going to London to see my brother.” The man lurched his torso forward toward 
Esther as he talked. 
 “And have you got an address for him?” 
 The man laughed. “No, no. But I’ll be fine. Don’t worry about me Mummy!” 
 Thomas found himself trying to gauge how old this man was. It was hard to tell with the 
sunglasses, but Thomas was sure that the man was at least ten years younger than himself. Yet 
his voice was so rusty and his skin so weathered. Thomas wasn’t a health-fiend, but at least he 
took decent care of himself. He could flirt with women at the market without repulsing them. 
This man clearly hadn’t bathed in days.  
 Esther pursed her lips. “I just want to make sure you’ll be okay is all. Have you got a bag 
that you could put that bottle of whiskey in? I want you to stay safe.” 
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 “No, no,” The man said, though a black, duct-taped knapsack lay by his feet. “Do you 
want some?” 
 “Goodness, no, thank you!” said Esther, she glanced at Thomas, trying to share her 
amusement, but he pretended not to notice. Suddenly, the man turned his obscured eyes to 
Thomas. 
 “Do you want some?”  
 “No, thank you,” Thomas said, unhinged. “I’m not much of a drinker.” 
 “Alright then. I’m sorry, I’m very-very drunk. I’m very-very drunk, I’m sorry.” 
 “That’s fine,” said Esther, “I’m just worried for you.” 
 “You’re very kind,” the man said, “I wish I had a mother like you.” 
 Esther smiled. “Thank you, that’s nice of you.” 
 “I’m going to go to the bathroom, I’m sorry,” said the man, “I’m very drunk.”  
 As he staggered down the aisle, Thomas again looked around the car. Surely someone 
would complain to the staff. But the train car was silent. The other passengers were all still 
plugged into their headphones or hiding their faces with some tablet. The woman next to him had 
turned her body completely towards the window as soon as Thomas and Esther had arrived. And 
bugger all if Thomas would be the one to cause a fuss. Esther looked at him for the first time 
since the man had started talking. Her blue eyes were wide, and she wrung her hands. 
 “Dear me, I don’t know what to do!” 
 “Well, you’re the one who went and started talking to him!” said Thomas, refilling their 
glasses to the brim.  A fair point, he thought.  
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 “Well, I have to!” she said, “I see that as part of my job, don’t you see? To help people 
like him. He shouldn’t be wandering around the streets of London in his state. And he said he 
doesn’t even have an address!” 
 “His state? Knackered you mean?” Thomas laughed. “Listen Esther, your job is to help 
kids, first of all, with all kinds of, you know, psychological illnesses and whatnot. They’re sick. 
But him, his problem is that bottle of Jameson in his hand.” 
 “I suppose,” she agreed halfheartedly, “The alcohol, that’s the problem right there. Still 
though, I wish I could help.” 
 “Well, you can’t, can you? Not with addiction. People bring that upon themselves, don’t 
they?” 
 “Oh, for God’s sake Thomas, have some empathy,” Esther said sharply, but just then the 
doors whirred open, and the man stumbled back into the car. He plopped back into the empty 
seat and stared straight ahead quietly. Thomas took the opportunity to continue the previous 
conversation. 
 “Have you been much in touch with James recently?” 
 “The grandchildren more than him honestly. Why, have you?” 
 “Yeah, he’s having a rough time of it I think.” 
 “He is? Why?” 
 “Well, you know, his divorce was hard on him.” 
 “Oh no,” the man in the sunglasses said quietly. 
 “For goodness sake!” Esther took a gulp of wine, “You must be joking.” 
 “Why must I?”  
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 “That’s ridiculous. Everyone gets divorced! It’s not like Jessica took the children or 
something. He’s just moping around about what should be left in the past.” 
 Esther could be opinionated, but her lack of sympathy startled Thomas. 
 “Well don’t be so hard on him. They spent 10 years together you know, it makes sense 
for him to miss her.” 
 “Oh, you only think so because you have the same problem, getting upset over situations 
that you’ve brought upon yourself. I’m sure your second wife would agree.” 
  Pointedly, Thomas changed the subject. 
“How’s your job going? Shouldn’t you be able to retire by now?” 
 “Well, I don’t want to retire!” she said heatedly, “I love my job, and I’m good at it, you 
know!” 
 “Sure, I liked my job too, but I can tell you I like playing pool and drinking scotch with 
my mates all day a hell of a lot more.” This was just like Esther, to play that she was above basic 
human pleasures. 
 “And what satisfaction do you get from that? You’re not helping anybody. Helping 
people is what I live for. And I won’t retire until I absolutely have to.” 
 Abruptly, the man in the sunglasses let out a barking laugh. 
 “She’s the boss!” he said to Thomas. He looked at Esther, “You’re the boss lady.” 
 She blushed. “Well no, I’m not.” 
 “You’re the boss lady! You make the rules” 
 “Oh, hush I am not!” For the first time, Esther looked unsettled. Thomas knew that she 
worried about coming across as domineering. Once she had come home from work in a fit of 
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tears because a fellow employee had called her difficult to work with. Of course you’re not, 
Thomas had told her, they’re just jealous of your moxie. But what else could he say? 
 “You’re quite like your mother you know,” Thomas told Esther. 
 “Why, because I’m hard?” 
 He nodded. 
 “I’m not, actually,” she said looking down, “I have quite a lot of soft spots.” 
 The man in the sunglasses laughed. “Soft spots! I know you, don’t I? I met you in 
Liverpool!” 
 “I don’t think so,” Esther said softly, “We’re both from Wales.” 
 “And why are you going to London?” 
 “To visit my son.” 
 “Ah, I see. Is he a good boy? Making lots of money?” 
 Esther looked pained. “Well, I don’t really know actually. He does something- something 
with computers.” 
 “I.T., Thomas said helpfully. 
 “Ah,” said the man, “Very good, very-very good. Are you very smart?” He asked 
Thomas. Thomas shrugged. The man pulled a cracked iPad from his bag. “Let’s listen to music. 
You can guess the song.” 
 Thomas wished the man would leave, or that someone could complain. He had been 
looking forward to this ride with Esther and now this bizarre man was making it all about him. 
And instead of ignoring him, like one ought to with a blatant drunk, Esther was encouraging him. 
Typical of her. She was kind, but only to whomever she felt to be the underdog. He responded 
only with a grunt, but the man began searching for a song anyway. He played it at full volume, 
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completely unaware of the other people on the train. The song was jolting, but the melody wasn’t 
bad. Thomas realized that Esther was uncomfortable. She turned her body from the man and 
crossed her arms. 
 “Do you think it’s The Beatles?” the man asked. 
 “No, I don’t think it’s The Beatles,” Thomas said with exasperation. 
 “I don’t like The Beatles,” the man said, “I think they were racist.” He apparently became 
aware for the first time that what he said might have garnered a negative reaction. “I mean, only 
for their time. I don’t know. Sorry, I’m sorry. It’s the Rolling Stones. Here, listen to this one 
instead.” 
 Esther loved The Beatles. “I Want to Hold Your Hand” had been their wedding song. 
Thomas could see that she had tensed up, defensive.  
 A new audio began, this one of a man speaking to a live audience. 
 “This song is called Bitch” the voice said. 
 “Bitch,” said the main in the sunglasses nodding his head gleefully. As the band launched 
into the song, the man swayed back and forth, apparently trying to go with the beat. “Bitch,” he 
said, “bitch, bitch, bitch.” 
 Thomas looked back over to Esther. Her face had changed, set instead of soft. 
 “Bitch, bitch, bitch,” the man said. 
 “Oh hush,” said Esther sharply, “First you’re throwing wild accusations around, and now 
you’re being inappropriate,” but he ignored her. 
 “Bitch, bitch, bitch.” 
 She turned her body back towards Thomas. 
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 “I’m terribly excited to see the grandchildren,” she said.” Isn’t it strange that they’re 
almost the same age that we were when we first met?” 
 “Simpler times then I think sometimes,” Thomas said obligingly, “drank all we wanted to 
and never gained a kilo for it.” 
 Esther shook her head and smiled at him. The man in the sunglasses was still saying 
bitch, and Thomas realized that he had replayed the song. He could see Esther flinch at each 
repetition, but she said nothing. She walked up to the front car, and returned with her arms 
crossed.  
 When the train came to their stop quite a while later, the song was still playing. Every 
time that the man sang along, Esther clenched her jaw tighter. Often, she rolled her eyes at 
Thomas confidentially, something she hadn’t done since early in their marriage.  Despite 
himself, Thomas almost felt sorry for the man in the sunglasses, humming to himself, hopelessly 
unaware of Esther’s wrath. The train rolled to their stop. A uniformed man walked into the car 
and addressed the man in the sunglasses. 
 “Excuse me sir, but I’m going to have to ask you to leave the train. You’re disturbing the 
other passengers.” 
 The man in the sunglasses did not look at him. 
 “Bitch, bitch, bitch.” 
 The train employee put his hand on the man’s arm.  “Sir, please don’t make this harder 
than it has to be.” 
 The man appeared not to hear. 
 “Stand up please.” 
 “I’m sorry,” he said finally, “I’m very drunk.” 
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 “I know. Exit the train please.”  
 The man in the sunglasses stood up and raised the bottle of whiskey to look at it. 
Suddenly he let go, and it came crashing onto the ground, shattering into pieces. Esther gasped. 
 The train man squeezed the man in the sunglasses arm. “That’s it, come on,” he said. He 
pulled him roughly onto the platform, brushing his hands together as he returned as though after 
a job well done.  
 “Sorry about that everyone,” he said, “Please exit the car from the other end to avoid the 
glass while we clean up.”  
 Thomas realized that for the first time, everyone had looked up, finally forced to admit 
that something strange was happening. Then, they looked away again, muttering insignificantly 
among themselves and gathering their items. 
 “Well, that wasn’t long at all, was it?” Esther said briskly. “Come on dear, James is 
picking us up at the station.” 
 As they exited, Thomas watched the man in the sunglasses stop by a homeless person 
leaned up against a pillar with a golden retriever. As they spoke, the homeless man relaxed and 
nodded. and the man in the sunglasses bent down to pet the homeless man’s dog. He pulled his 
sunglasses up onto his head and held the dog’s face in both in both of his hand’s. Thomas felt a 
dull pain in his stomach. The man’s expression was astonishingly tender. He kissed the dog on 
its’ nose, shook the other man’s hand, and wove his way across the platform towards the 
bathrooms, his knapsack gaping open. 
 “Well, I’m glad someone finally said something,” Esther was saying with satisfaction. 
 “It seems a little harsh though, doesn’t it?” Thomas said, tearing away his gaze, “To kick 
him off without even first telling him he did anything wrong?” 
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 “Well, he was certainly an unpleasant man,” Esther muttered, “He nearly ruined the trip, 
didn’t he? And I told him to hush and he ignored me.” 
 Thomas shrugged, “He’s just confused is all.” 
 “Very confused.” Esther said tartly. They walked together away from the platform. 
Thomas kept his eyes on the man walking across the platform. Something wasn’t sitting right.  
 “It was you, wasn’t it?” asked Thomas, “Who got him kicked off?”  
 Esther stopped walking, pulled at the skin on her wrist. “It was for the common good,” 
she said finally. Her self-doubt was evident in her voice. “He was making people 
uncomfortable.” 
 Thomas looked down at her. Her blue eyes sought reassurance. Thomas didn’t have the 
heart to give it. 
“Listen, can you hang on a minute?” he asked, “I desperately need a pee.” 
 Before Esther could protest, he jogged off toward the loo. When he pushed open the door, 
the man in the sunglasses was standing bent with his palms on the counter, face a few 
centimeters from the mirror. Thomas didn’t know how to grab his attention. 
 “Here,” he finally said roughly, thrusting out a 20-pound note “You can use it on booze if 
you want, but I hope you save it to get to London. 
 Thomas couldn’t tell if the man’s eyes were open, but he turned his head. 
 He said, “Who are you? I’m very drunk, I’m sorry.” 
 “Yeah,” said Thomas, “Don’t worry about it.” He grabbed the man’s hand and closed the 
money in his fingers. “Will you be able to get to London alright to see your brother?” 
 The man just laughed, a startling, cough-like sound, and it occurred to Thomas that he 
had never been planning to go to London. He was riding the train simply to kill time.  
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 As Thomas walked back towards Esther, the train rolled away. 
 “Thanks for waiting,” he said, “Sorry, it was an emergency.” 
 Esther looked at him with a softened gaze, and he remembered one of the things that had 
drawn him to her when they were both still teenagers. Sometimes, but only sometimes, she had 
this air of omniscience about her, a gaze that made one feel as though their skin were glass. He 
wondered if she knew why he’d gone into the bathroom, and if she were angry for it.  
 “I’m sorry,” she said unexpectedly “I shouldn’t have- Well, I shouldn’t have said all of 
that about James being mopey; it was unfair. Sometimes I can see why he prefers you to me. I 
always tried so hard to be the perfect mother for him, but maybe I put too much pressure on us 
both. I don’t- I want so badly to be a good person, but sometimes I think I’m not cut out for it.” 
 Thomas’ heart hurt, and he couldn’t quite pinpoint why. Guilt, pity for the man in the 
sunglasses, or sympathy for Esther perhaps. Apologies from his ex-wife were rare.  
 “James loves you,” he said, “Soft spots and hard ones. It’s only because we’re alike that 
we’re close; he just knew how to act around me better than you. But you know, he always 
seemed so calm and put-together when he came back from his weekends with you. I never have 
had that effect on him. Really I think that he’d be a better man if you’d been the main one to 
raise him. You may be hard, but you’ve got stronger values than I do.” 
Tentatively, he held out his hand, and Esther took it. Her fingers were thin and papery,  
his meaty and damp. 
“I’m never going to forgive you, Thomas,” Esther said, “Just so you know.” 
“I know. That’s alright.” He didn’t know if he wanted her to. 
She smiled. He could see the gears turning inside of her head, trying to figure out what he 
was thinking, but he ignored them. She was smiling, and they were together for now, and that 
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was enough. He kissed her cheek as the train rolled away, and when they exited the platform, the 




The stethoscope was cold. Katie breathed in sharply as the doctor lifted up the back of 
her shirt and pressed it against her back, feeling for her heartbeat. The cool metal combined with 
the chilly air of the doctor’s office made her shiver slightly. She tried to relax as the doctor 
moved her warm fingers lightly across her back. The doctor paused at two spots on Katie’s 
spine: the area opposite her belly button and a little higher up, closer to her shoulder blades. 
They were tender to the doctor’s touch.  
 “What are these bruises from, Katie?” The doctor asked the question casually, but Katie 
could hear the suspicion in her voice. Damn it.  
 “Sit-ups,” she said finally. “I do a lot of sit-ups.” 
 “Do you use a yoga mat?” 
 “I do, but I guess it’s not very thick.” 
 “Hm.” said the doctor. “Maybe you should take a break for a few weeks.”  
 She was still behind Katie and could not see her frown. The doctor resumed sliding the 
stethoscope across Katie’s skin, speaking as she went. 
 “You know, your BMI indicates that you’re underweight.”  
 “Only barely. I just eat healthy and exercise.” 
 The doctor narrowed her eyes. “Being underweight has just as many negative outcomes 
as being overweight. When was the last time you got your period?”” 
 “Last month,” Katie lied, “Listen, I said I would be back at work for a meeting at 4:00. 
Do you think we’re almost done?” 
 The doctor left her alone after that, running through the rest of her tests without small 
talk. Katie’s blood pressure was fine, her bloodwork was fine. She tried not to look smug. When 
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they were done, Katie left in a rush, dumping the nutrition pamphlets the doctor gave her on the 
floor of her car. There was no meeting at four. She was off today. She flexed her toes and soaked 
in the warmth that had been seeping through her car windows during the appointment. It was 
October, but a warm October. The high today was 75. Katie reached for her phone and dialed 
Jake’s number. He picked up on the third ring.   
“Hey!” 
 “Hi,” said Katie, “Are you still at work?” 
 “Sort of,” Jake said, “I’m working from home today.”  
  “How likely is it that you can be at West Point in forty-five minutes? I got out of my 
doctor’s appointment early and I’m looking to kill time.” 
 “That could be doable. Do you have anything particular you want to do?” 
 “Nope.” 
When she arrived at West Point, Katie had an iced coffee in her cup holder and her chest 
was starting to feel less tight. Jake was sitting at a picnic table in the field of grass, looking very 
scenic. He was a handsome boy (Or man, she supposed. They were old enough to be calling 
themselves man and woman now). Jake waved to her. 
 Katie liked Jake. They had only been dating for a month or so. They’d met on Tinder, a 
result of a peak in Katie’s fluctuating panic that she was going to die alone. Katie enjoyed 
spending time with Jake, hoped that maybe it could turn into a long-term thing. She had been 
less lonely since she started seeing him, less panicked about not being where she was supposed 
to be in life. Jake had bright eyes and smiled easily. She could be weird around him without him 
getting uncomfortable. And he liked her, she thought. 
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 “How’s it going?” He asked when she approached. Katie leaned in and gave him a kiss 
on the cheek. 
 “Not bad,” she said. “I’m enjoying the sunlight.  How’s your day been?” 
 “Pretty good.” Jake’s days were always “pretty good,” and Katie didn’t know if that was 
because he genuinely always has pretty good days or if he just didn’t ever want to complain. She 
extended her hands to pull him up from the picnic bench. 
 “Want to go for a walk?” 
 He nodded. As he stood, he extended his arms toward her, revealing a tote bag in his 
hands. 
 “What have you got there?” asked Katie. 
 “It’s sort of my last-minute attempt at a picnic,” He said. “I picked some stuff up from 
the store on my way.” 
 Katie’s heart swelled, a combination of gratitude and panic. “That’s so sweet!” she said, 
“What did you bring?” 
 “Pasta alfredo, grapes, and cookies,” Jake said happily, “Oh, and wine.” 
 “A feast!” said Katie, counting up the calories in her head “Thank you. Want to try and 
find a nice spot in the woods?” 
 He nodded. He really was a nice man. She was always being surprised by how nice he 
was.  
 As they walked, they talked about Jake’s coworkers, one who had just gotten engaged.  
 “That’s crazy,” said Katie, “I can’t believe that people are getting engaged now. I saw on 
Facebook that one of my high school friends has two kids. Isn’t that insane?” Katie did not like 
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to think about people her age in these stages of life. It made her feel hopelessly behind and 
tragically alone. 
 Jake laughed and shook his head. “It’s a weird feeling, yeah. But everyone goes through 
different phases at different times, you know?” 
 Katie glanced sideways at him. He was so healthy. Why was he so healthy? It was 
excessive. 
 “Sometimes I think that my best years are already behind me,” she said, with a laugh that 
hopefully sounded convincing. 
 “Why?” 
 “I don’t know. I mean, I probably made more money as a pre-teen than I do now.” 
 Katie had modeled as a child, something which her parents told her was her idea, but she 
honestly couldn’t remember whose it had been. It had been fun, for the most part, getting her 
make-up done and getting to jump around in a bunch of different outfits and see pictures of 
herself on a department store website a few weeks later. Once she had gotten a small role on a 
Disney channel show where she played a superficial mean girl at a resort who tried to sabotage 
the main character’s vacation romance. She had said things like, 
 “All of these boys keep giving me chocolate, but I need to look good in my swimsuit. Do 
you want to have them? I can tell you don’t care!”  At the end of the episode, she had gotten 
thrown into a pool to the cheers of the laugh track.  
 “Do you ever wish you hadn’t done all that modeling stuff?” Jake asked tentatively, “I’ve 
heard that it can mess people up.” 
 Katie shrugged and said nothing.  She didn’t have the capacity to think about that right 
now.  
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 Just as Katie was beginning to become short of breath, they came to a clearing in the 
woods: not particularly picturesque, but it would do. The ground was mostly roots and clay, 
although an assortment of leaves formed a patchy blanket for them. Reddish-brown, brownish-
red, deep yellow and burnt orange. Luckily, Jake pulled a real blanket from his bag for them to 
sit on. It was, Katie realized with amusement, the same one from his bed.  
They sat with their legs crossed and lay out their spread. Jake ate what he pleased, Katie 
ate grapes and what she estimated to be four ounces of pasta alfredo. When Jake offered her a 
cookie, Katie shook her head.  
“You’re not hungry?” he asked disappointedly, “I thought you said you loved pasta 
alfredo.”  Katie smiled cheerfully and said she’d had a big lunch. Jake looked at the barely-
touched feast he had brought her and shrugged, unsuccessful in hiding his hurt. 
Katie thought about past boyfriends who had questioned her eating habits. There was the 
first one, the one she’d met through a modeling gig, who told her she should stay away from 
breakfast donuts if she wanted to keep her career. Others had been of the opposite sentiment. You 
would look good with a bigger ass, one had said, and then another had made a game out of trying 
to nurse her back to health by constantly bombarding her with carbs, which was even worse, 
because then she had to concoct some way of tricking him. Once she took a big bite of a cupcake 
that he’d brought her, chewed it up, and then spit it out in the toilet when she went to the 
bathroom. At least Jake minded his own business for the most part.  
 They laid on their backs and looked up at the leaves. The sun was beginning to set now, 
and it gave the colors a warm glow. Beautiful, but it wasn’t quite enough to distract from her 
lingering hunger. 
  Katie rolled over onto her stomach so that their sides pressed together.  
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 “I kind of like you,” she told Jake. He opened his eyes, pleasantly surprised. 
 “I really like you.” He said. 
 She kissed him, and he pulled her in closer, and all of a sudden they were checking to 
make sure they were alone. He pressed into her as she laid on her back, her shirt still on. She had 
rolled off of the picnic blanket by now but was too focused to readjust. As her back ground into 
the dirt she closed her eyes and tried to feel everything: the pain, the pleasure, the piney smell of 
Jake’s deodorant. Maybe this was what life is supposed to feel like. The ground forced itself into 
the sore points on Katie’s back, driving into my being, and she closed her eyes to focus on the 
sensation. And then they were done. For a second they locked eyes, and Katie sunk into the 
ground, satisfied. Jake was glancing around nervously and pulling his pants back on, pulling 
away. When Katie sat up, the bruises on her spine stung. 
 “I think I fucked up my back,” she said. Jake’s eyes went to the wounds and widened in 
distress. 
 “Shit! Did I do that to you?” 
 “No, it’s my fault. Is it bad?” 
 “You’re bleeding,” he said. “It looks like it hurts.” 
 Katie considered this observation. “It does hurt.” She brought her fingers to the broken 
skin, and when she pulled them away, they were red.  She held them up to Jake. 
 “Look,” she said, unnecessarily. 
 He made a face. “Augh! Do you need to go back to the doctor?” 
 Katie shook her head. “It’s just skin”, she said, yanking her shirt back down over the 
sores. “Come on, do you want to go back to my place?” 
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 By the time that they returned to Katie’s apartment, she was deeply tired. She fell asleep 
with her head on Jake’s chest, still in the clothes that she wore to the doctor’s office. She had 
grown to love the feeling of falling asleep in someone else’s arms- it made her feel safe, wanted. 
When she was small, she’d had a terrible fear of the dark, and every night her parents had 
rebuffed her from sharing their bed. Soon she had gotten into the habit of screaming late into the 
night so that they would come into her room to check on her. But once they realized what she 
was doing, they had stopped coming.  
When Katie awoke, she felt a cool wetness on her back. She sat up, startled, thinking for 
a second that she had wet the bed, but when she looked down it was just a slowly drying pool of 
dark blood. She sighed. 
 Jake blinked his eyes open next to her. His pupils were large. Katie wondered if that was 
what gave him the soft quality that he had. 
 “What’s the matter?” he asked, drowsy but polite. 
 Katie shrugged, gestured to the small puddle on the bed. For a moment, a panicked 
disgust flashed across Jake’s face, but Katie watched him push it back down. He dipped a finger 
in the puddle and drew a smile on her thigh with the blood. It grinned up at her redly.  
 “Gross. Why did you do that?”  
 Jake shrugged. “I don’t know. I’m helping. But seriously, you should get someone to 
look at that. It looks really bad.” 
 Katie huffed benignly. “No, that won’t help. It’s fine, I have some gauze in the medicine 
cabinet.” 
She walked to the bathroom, ready for some privacy. It had white walls and was brightly 
lit but poorly maintained. Katie twisted around to inspect her back in the cabinet mirror, pulling 
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her shirt up. She had two sores on her spine, a smaller one up closer to her neck, and then the 
leaky one opposite her belly button. The leaky one was raw and red, stripped down to the dermis. 
It’s was tall as a quarter and wide as a penny. 
 The gauze in question was a roll that Katie had had since completing babysitting camp 
back in high school, when they gave her a congratulatory first aid kit. But she didn’t think that 
gauze expired, so she pulled it out and began wrapping it around her waist, layer after layer, until 
she was sure that the blood would not seep through. She eyed herself in the mirror afterward. She 
could see the same number of ribs as always, and when she tucked her wrist between her thumb 
and middle finger, it fit with ample space. But still, the gauze was so tight that a little bit of fat 
pooled over on top. Katie pinched the flesh in retaliation and pulled the bandages tighter. Time to 
go. 
 At work, Katie drank diet coke out of a to-go cup and brought burgers and fries to 
ravenous customers. She liked her job well enough. At first she had worried that the smell of 
food would overwhelm her, that would lose control and start binging without restraint, but she 
had been vegetarian for a few years now, and the smell of meat didn’t do much for her anymore. 
So, she charmed the customers with ease, got good tips because she was pretty, and spent most 
of the time at the restaurant with eating far from her mind. It was a decent arrangement, really, 
for while she tried to drum up a sense of direction in life.  
Recently, when she got off on weekend afternoons, she had begun driving over to Jake’s, 
where she would take off her shoes, unbutton her pants, snack on baby carrots while lounged on 
his couch, and he would make her a coffee. It brought Katie great pleasure to do this. It made her 
feel like a fifties dad coming home to her housewife. 
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 “How is your back?” Jake asked her while she stretched out her legs and watched him 
pour from the French press. She frowned at him.  
 “It’s fine,” she said. Truthfully, she had forgotten about it. It still stung when she moved 
certain ways, but Katie’s body tended to bear various mild pains constantly, and she’d learned to 
ignore them. She brought her fingers to the bandage under her shirt. It was growing damp with 
blood. Soon it would be soaking through to the cushions 
 “You know what, actually, I forgot I have to call my mom,” said Katie, “I’d better head 
out, I’m sorry.” 
 Jake looked up from the freshly poured cup of coffee he was preparing for her. 
 “Really? You can just call her in my room if you want.” 
 “No, my phone’s almost dead. I’d better run. 
 Katie flew out the door, leaving Jake looking hurt, and ignoring the guilt festering at the 
bottom of her stomach. By the time that she got back to her apartment, there was a red stain on 
the back of her work shirt. She cursed. She went to the bathroom and dumped the shirt in the 
sink, filling it with cold water. She unwrapped her soggy bandages and tossed them in the trash 
can, yanked a bunch of gauze off of the roll and pulled it tightly around her waist. She caught her 
own eye in the mirror. Her makeup was smudged, but in a kind of tragically beautiful way, a way 
that made her smile softly at her reflection. But her fat still pudged out a bit over the bandages, 
and when her gaze fell to her stomach, she could swear that it protruded more than it had 
yesterday. She had skipped her exercises last night because of her spine, and because Jake was 
over, and apparently her body was hurrying to punish her for it. She wanted to punch the mirror, 
but that was something that an angsty teenage boy would do, so she refrained. Instead, she went 
to her room, rolled out her yoga mat, and got into sit-up position. 
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 Doing her abdominal exercises hurt, as she knew that they would, but if she gritted her 
teeth she could power through it. The friction of the mat against her open back verberated 
through her body, and she could feel her raw flesh burning in retaliation. But she kept going, for 
the full ten-minute duration of her ab routine, and then did the cardio workout afterward. When 
she was done, her blue mat had turned slick and red with blood. She tried to wipe it off with 
disinfectant, but it stayed caked in the ridges of the foam no matter how hard she scrubbed. 
Finally, she just left the mat lying in the middle of her bedroom floor and collapsed in bed. It was 
dinner time now, but she just wanted to sleep. She was so tired.  
 Katie woke up the next morning to a call from Jake. It was Sunday- they were supposed 
to do brunch. She had earned brunch.  
 She changed her bandage, didn’t bother changing clothes or brushing her hair, and she 
showed up at brunch caked in dried sweat with blood hiding under her shirt. She ordered an egg 
white omelet and a cup of fruit. Jake ordered a Tex-Mex breakfast burrito and a side of 
hashbrowns. He ate it wolfishly, shoveling forkfuls into his mouth before he’d even finished 
chewing his last bite. It made Katie slightly nauseous. She thought about all of the fat that he was 
just consuming thoughtlessly, both jealous and judgemental. She looked at his exposed arms. 
Were they a bit wider than they had been before, a bit chubbier? Maybe his diet was catching up 
to him.  
 She was quiet for the car ride back. When they reached her apartment, Jake asked her if 
she wanted him to come inside, and she nodded. Her yoga mat was still laid out on her floor, but 
he didn’t seem to notice the blood. He pulled Katie into his arms and kissed her, holding her tight 
against his chest. He was hard, but his belly was soft against her body. She pulled away.  
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 “Honey,” she said, trying to be tactful, “Do you think you might be putting on a little bit 
of weight?” She patted his rounded stomach. “Maybe you should start eating healthier.” 
 Jake looked down at her, the hurt clear in his too-soft eyes. He brought his hand to his 
stomach, dropped it, looked away. 
 “Maybe,” he said. He stepped away from her. “I’m not that worried about it.” 
 “You could join my gym,” Katie persisted, “I’ve been meaning to go more often anyway 
instead of working out at home all the time.  I can show you some of the exercises that I know.” 
 “Katie,” Jake said, “It’s my body, not yours. Let it rest.” 
 That afternoon they laid in bed side by side, not touching, breathing shallowly. Katie 
could sense that she’d overstepped.  She clenched and unclenched her fists, digging her nails into 
her palm. He was waiting for her to apologize, she thought, but she couldn’t make herself. She 
wanted him to care about his body as much as she cared about hers. She couldn’t do this. Katie 
could feel her omelet sitting heavy in her belly, and she wanted to burn it off.  
 “I might have to kick you out,” she said, her forceful cheeriness coming across as just 
force. “I’ve got some work I need to get started on today.” 
 Jake let out a breath- it could have been a laugh, a sigh, a scoff, Katie didn’t know. She 
reached to squeeze his hand, but he was already leaving. He stood up, gathered his keys and 
wallet. His eyes were cast down, and they came across the stained yoga mat on the floor. He 
looked up at Katie. 
 “You should really see a doctor,” he said. And he left. 
 She listened to the sound of Jake’s car driving away. She felt unwell, empty. Her face 
burned with embarrassment from Jake’s doctor comment. She didn’t like the idea that he knew 
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she was unwell. Thought she was unwell, that is. She wasn’t unwell. She was simply too well, 
and that tended to intimidate people.  
 She knew she should eat more. Of course she knew that, how could she not know that? 
She liked being able to feel her bones under her skin, liked knowing her capability for restraint. 
But she knew that she took it too far.  
 Katie laid on her back atop her yoga mat, staring up at the ceiling above her. There were 
cobwebs in the corners. It hurt Katie to lie on her back, made her spine sting, but she let it. She 
lifted up her knees, crossed her arms over her head. She tightened her core and pulled herself up. 
The mat ground into her open flesh, ripples of pain traveling her torso. But she kept pushing. Up 
down, up down. She gritted her teeth. Up down, up down.    
 She let out a cry. She was so focused now that she could barely even feel the pain on her 
back. All that she could see was the wall in front of her, coming closer and farther away in her 
vision with every repetition. She was in her rhythm now. She counted her sit ups: 29,30,31.  Her 
back was making a strange squelching noise as she lifted up from the mat, and she ignored it. 
She thought of Jake raising his eyebrows when she refused to go back to the doctor, saw the hurt 
flash through his eyes and the self-conscious touch to his belly when she criticized him. She 
hated herself. 
 Up, down, up, down. Her head was growing fuzzy now, core going weak. She tried to 
pull herself up for one last sit-up, but her muscles gave out and she fell backward, her head 
hitting the floor with a painful bang. Her vision was fading. Katie curled up on the mat. She 
tugged her bandages loose and brought her middle and index fingers to the hole over her 
spine.  She dipped them into the opening, drove them down under her skin. The pads of her 
fingers hit something smooth and hard. Bone. Katie could feel the pressure from her fingers 
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pulsating through her body. Her vision blurred. Briefly, she had the urge to call Jake, for him to 
come running back to help her, all bitterness forgotten. But her phone was some four feet away 
on the bed, and Katie knew without trying that she couldn’t stand. She sunk into the thin foam of 
the yoga mat, her vision focusing and unfocusing on the dust bunnies beneath her bed without 
her control. The stench of blood, musk, and vomit filled her nostrils, leading her to one last 
fruitless retch. She closed her eyes. 
 Behind her, Katie heard the door to her bedroom open. 
 “I forgot my- Katie?” Jake’s voice turned from awkward tension to sharp concern. Katie 
could not turn around.  
 “I’m in a bit of a mess,” she tried to say, but what came out was an animalistic moan.  
 “Fuck,” Jake said, “Fuck. I’m calling 911.” 
 As Jake sat there with his hand on Katie’s shoulder, stroking her damp spine, and she 
waited for the ambulance to come with blurred vision and a ringing in her ears, all that Katie 
thought was that he was never going to love her now, because how could anyone ever love her 





Deer in the Woods  
 It was strikingly dark out, but the July heat served a sense of comfort to the night air. 
Cicadas chirped, wide awake in the thick silhouette of the foliage, and the sky above was sugar-
coated in stars, maybe more than Evie had ever seen. Summer nights had a certain liveliness to 
them that she forgot about through every other season. It separated them from the still, 
prototypical nighttime. 
 Of course, part of the energy came from Tom. He walked slightly ahead of her, thermal 
and solid, her hand tucked in his. He was guiding her, Evie supposed. He was a leader. Not in an 
aggressive, demonstrative way, but more in that he knew what was best, and would always show 
it to her if she asked him to. They’d started their relationship that way. She’d come into The 
Silver Spork Diner as a nervous bus-girl, and he, who had bussed tables for a year before he 
became a waiter, had shown her the tricks of the trade.  
 “Fill the water glasses when they’re about two-thirds empty,” he’d told her, “If you do it 
before then, you’re a nuisance. If you do it any later, the customers will notice they’re low.” 
 Evie had taken his advice, and not long after, a four-top of chortling old men had 
complimented her on her astute water-pouring service. When she’d told Tom, he’d shaken his 
head. 
 “They’re flirting with you,” he said. If you weren’t a pretty girl, they wouldn’t say shit 
about your ‘astute service’. Believe me, I never got any compliments like that.” 
 “You think I’m pretty?” She’d asked. 
  “Objectively speaking.”  
 But she’d never been called pretty much before, and the compliment exhilarated her. She 
didn’t care that he was a little older, and different than her, although she’d blushed when relaying 
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her crush to her mother, who she knew remembered Tom as a rebellious kid who had graduated a 
while back. Evie and Tom had been in high school together for a year, back when he was an 
intimidating upperclassman who protested the administration and started debates in class, and 
she had braces and was afraid of everything. But she was 18 now, an adult. 18 and 21 felt a lot 
closer than 14 and 17 had. They were matured now. Tom was quieter and more controlled than 
she remembered him being. He asked her out for the first time in person, to dinner, and paid. 
And he’d walked her to her door afterward and kissed her lightly, saying, “let’s take things 
slow”. She didn’t necessarily want to take things slow, but she appreciated the sentiment. She’d 
never had a boyfriend before. It didn’t matter; he didn’t need to know that. She was going to 
college at the end of the summer, but so what? Over a month buffered them from that goodbye, 
and if they lasted as long then they would figure it out when the time came. 
 This was their third date. They had already done dinner and a movie, had already done 
ice-cream downtown. Tom had told her that he wanted something unique this time. When 
yesterday she’d mentioned staying up late to read The Haunting of Hill House, he turned to her 
suddenly.  
 “You like ghost stories?” 
 “Yeah,” she’d shrugged, caught off guard. 
 “I know what we’re doing for our third date.” 
 Tonight, he’d picked her up from home in his dingy blue car with nothing but a canvas 
backpack in the backseat. They’d driven to the woods near his house and trekked off the path, 
aimlessly into the trees. Evie wasn’t stupid: she knew all of the reasons not to go wandering off 
into nowhere with a man she’d known two months. But she felt safe with Tom: dry-humored, 
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thoughtful Tom. Initially, the novelty of a late-night walk in the woods with a man to protect her 
had been pleasing. Now, though, Evie was growing bored of walking. 
 “What are we looking for?” she asked finally, swatting a mosquito from her leg. The air 
was starting to stick to her skin. 
 Tom squeezed her hand. “Just a clearing to lie down in. There, how’s that?” 
 The spot he was pointing to wasn’t much of a clearing. Most of it still fell beneath the 
long-reaching trees. But the patch of grass looked comfortable, and it was big enough to suit the 
two of them. Especially if they cuddled. Evie nodded. “Looks nice.”    
 She watched as Tom slid his backpack off of his rounded shoulders. She could just make 
out his features in the moonlight. A furrowed brow, a body that was tall but contained, lean but 
solid. He pulled a picnic blanket out of the backpack and rolled it over the grass, kneeling down 
to smooth out the edges. He patted the ground beside him, and Evie plopped herself down 
eagerly. 
 “So, ghost stories,” Tom prompted. Evie nodded. 
 “Yeah. Hey, do you have any snacks in there?” She asked, poking the backpack with her 
toe. She’d been too nervous to eat before the date, and her stomach felt dangerously close to 
growling. 
 Tom laughed. “Of course. You didn’t think I’d come without Raisinetes? And,” he asked, 
leaning away from her to open the zipper, “Do you smoke?” 
 “Tobacco or weed?” 
 He pulled a small Ziploc bag of a fibrous substance out of the front pocket. “Weed.” 
 “Yeah, sure.” Evie spoke casually, even though she’d only smoked twice before, once 
surreptitiously in the woods with her best friend, just to know what it felt like, and the second 
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time taking one hit from a dying joint being passed around at a party. Tom pulled an oblong 
glass tool that she guessed was a bowl from his pocket and went about filling it. As she squinted 
to watch him, her body a little tenser than before, Evie heard a soft rustling in the leaves. 
 “Did you hear that?” she asked. 
 “Yeah, it’s just deer. They’ll get really close when I come out here sometimes; it’s 
awesome.” 
 “Oh, nice,” Evie said.  
 “Why don’t you tell the first story while I pack this?” 
 Her mind was blank, or she supposed just occupied with panic at the prospect of smoking 
the bowl without Tom realizing what a novice she was. Or perhaps panic at trying to seduce him 
without him realizing she was a virgin, or be his girlfriend without him realizing how boring she 
was. She was panicked on several fronts, now that she thought about it. But she agreed, wracking 
her mind for something, anything to fill the next minute. Then, looking at the sharpness of the 
stars, and thinking of lying under similar ones at girl scout camp ten years ago, it came to her. 
 “Did you ever hear the one about the yellow ribbon?” 
 “No, I don’t think so.” 
 “It’s a southern legend, I think. Some people tell it as a black ribbon, but I like yellow 
better.” 
 “You intrigue me. Let’s hear it.” 
 “Well,” Evie cleared her throat. How did it start? “Well, there was a boy and a girl, 
right?” 
 “Of course.” 
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 “Their names were Sam and Sally. And they had been friends all of their lives, but as 
long as Sam had known her, Sally had worn this big yellow ribbon around her neck, and never 
once taken it off. Not in the pool, or anything. And she would never tell him why. He was 
curious, but he liked her so much that he let it slide. Eventually he asked her out, and they started 
dating, and still she evaded his questions. And she never took it off. Not for sleeping, or sex, (she 
was careful to keep her voice even here) or anything. When he asked, she would just promise to 
tell him the story another time. And poor Sam was so head-over-heels that eventually he stopped 
questioning it.  
So they kept dating, and got married, and the ribbon stayed, and eventually Sam just 
stopped asking altogether. They had happy kids and lucrative careers, and he tried to tell himself 
that the ribbon was insignificant compared to all of that goodness. But he always wondered. So 
finally, one day, on their fiftieth anniversary, he was lying in bed next to Sally while she slept, 
just staring at that ribbon on her wrinkly neck. And finally, his years of self-control ran out, and 
he pulled the end of the ribbon, just untied it in one swift motion. And, uh- and her head fell off.” 
 The story, which had kept Evie up at night for weeks as a child, felt anti-climactic. Still 
hunched over the bowl, Tom cocked his head. 
 “Did she scream?” 
 “I don’t know,” Evie said, “Maybe.” 
 She could see him turning to look at her through the dark. 
 “Okay,” he said, “Good one. I’d never heard that before” His voice was warm and soft, 
but she could feel the patronizing tone, and felt hopelessly childish. 
 “Well, what have you got?” she asked, sounding more defensive than she’d intended. 
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 Before answering her, he held the bowl to his lips and inhaled. When he lit it, the embers 
illuminated his face slightly, enough to see his closed eyelashes. He breathed out, a cloud of 
stinking smoke that drifted lazily away from them in the summer breeze. 
 “Have you ever heard about the Soulsuckers?” he asked, passing her the weed. 
 “I don’t think so,” she said. She handled the bowl clumsily. She tried to hold it in the 
exact position that he had, fumbling with the lighter and sucking in too urgently. She clamped a 
cough in her throat as she exhaled, making her eyes sting. She thrust the bowl back into Tom’s 
fingers. 
 “Oh,” Tom said, “I’ve got to tell you about the Soulsuckers. They’re my favorite.” He 
took another hit, and again, the trees rustled.  
 “The deer,” Tom said, passing her the pot. “Maybe if we speak softly they’ll come close 
enough to see them.” 
 Evie could feel the smoke settling on her brain. “Okay. Tell me about the Soulsuckers,” 
she said. 
 “Here, take this. Okay, so, once upon a time”- “Don’t laugh! That’s a perfectly valid way 
to start a story!” Tom said, “Once upon a time, the Eastern forest was sparsely inhabited by 
colonies of these beautiful, reclusive creatures. Imagine silky, tailless monkeys, with luminescent 
eyes and long nails. They lived in dens deep in the woods, and kept amongst themselves. They 
were intelligent, but modest. They lived comfortably, but they preferred not to expand their small 
communities, finding moderation sensible. They distinguished themselves from the rest of the 
forest. And they were careful to avoid notice by humans, whom they observed from afar, taking 
notes and making judgements. They witnessed discrimination, war, and selfishness, all from a 
safe distance. They were in agreement that interaction with mankind would bring nothing but 
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trouble and were content to avoid us. Unfortunately, though, over time, staying under wraps 
became difficult. Human society was pushing its way into the woods, to tear things down and 
build them back up again to their own whims. It became clear that if the creatures had to either 
relocate or be discovered. 
 He paused dramatically to take an inhale of smoke and release it. 
 “To make the choice, they held a kind of meta-analysis of humankind. After much 
discussion, the creatures eventually concluded that although humans were messy, they held 
potential. Humans expressed love and kindness, creativity and humor. The creatures were almost 
purely rational and were fascinated by these emotions. They saw a potential goodness there. 
They did not want to spend the rest of their existence evading humankind as it expanded, and 
they came to the decision to reveal themselves to the humans and to attempt a co-existence.” 
 Tom’s facial expression was unnervingly ambiguous in the dark, so Evie closed her eyes, 
feeling the soft and steadfast earth beneath her back, and listening to the leaves whisper 
gossipingly between Tom’s words. Her head felt foggy, enough so to evaporate. She was 
beginning to wonder if she had ever actually been high before now. She took another hit. 
 “As you can imagine,” Tom was continuing, “the discovery of these creatures was huge 
for humanity. The creatures had community, communication, even science. And, as you know, 
the humans had been operating under the assumption that they were the only civilized life-force 
on Earth. The two groups agreed to participate in an exchange of thought. The creatures were 
pleased, feeling that they had made the right decision in revealing themselves.  They showed the 
humans their own villages, built underground. They tried to teach them how to move almost 
invisibly, the way that they did, and how to absorb and analyze the information in ones’ 
environment at once. They shared the simple but effective tools that they relied on. But ever-
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practical, the creatures kept their most valuable skill a secret. In exchange, they accepted human 
gifts of clothes and jewelry from the humans although that was out of politeness more than 
anything.  
 Quickly though, the dynamic soured. Neither side saw any use for the others’ offerings, 
and for the humans, this was a cause for anger. ‘One would expect,’ they muttered amongst 
themselves, ‘for creatures as strange as these to have something of value to offer us. But no, the 
best things about them are their eyes and fur.” 
 “Oh no,” Evie said, barely registering her own voice. She knew where this was going. 
Her palms were clammy, and she realized that she was on edge. Tom seemed not to hear. The 
deer moved in the bushes, but he was so focused on the story that he seemed not to hear. 
 “And, naturally, as soon as the humans came to this realization, the eyes and fur were 
what they had to have. They invited the creatures into town, but when they arrived, the humans 
ensnared them to skin them and gouge their crystalline eyes out, leaving nothing but claw, 
muscle and bone. Afterward, the humans plunged into the forest to hunt down the creatures that 
remained and do the same to them. They wiped out the entire community, bashing in their dens 
and burying their bodies, so that all that remained for the humans remember the creatures by was 
their fur and eyes, which soon were broken down into commodities.  
 But what the humans did not know was that the creatures did not cycle through life and 
death as all other animals on Earth do, but lived on endlessly, eternal spectators. What they did 
not know was that they had sparked a new sensation in the hearts of the creatures: the thirst for 
revenge.” 
 “Cheesy,” Evie said, though she could feel her hairs standing on end. She was too high, 
but she took another inhale anyway, watching the smoke smudge the night.  
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 “Maybe,” Tom said, “But it’s true. They had planted a seed of deep resentment in the 
creatures, who before had seen life all but objectively. So, the creatures laid low, and let 
themselves be buried one by one in shallow graves. And then, one by one, they clawed their way 
out and reconvened, this time deeper in the woods, to plan. They were nothing but muscle and 
bone, but they had one asset that the humans had neglected to harvest. Their long, thin, claws. In 
truth, their claws were the largest reason that they had managed to thrive for so long. Because 
they were not really true claws so much as needles, designed to extract the desirable from 
whatever they inject and repurpose it for themselves. In the past, they had mainly used their 
claws to absorb energy, but they could also harness more intangible forces: love, wisdom, 
courage.  Whatever goodness is abundant. And this way, the creatures always had a surplus of 
resources and knowledge. 
  So, although they had never used this ability to harm another community, taking only 
what they needed to from humans and animals that crossed their path, they came to the 
agreement that the time had come to take full advantage of their gifts. By night, they began 
sneaking out of the underbrush to snatch whatever human prey came their way, sucking some of 
the goodness out of it, and leaving them a little bit grayer. When they could, they would choose 
victims that they knew had reason to return to the woods and harvesting them a little bit at a 
time. Usually, they would take the memory of the abduction as well, leaving their victims 
confused, to live out the rest of their lives in an angry or depressed haze without knowing why.  
 But occasionally, just occasionally, they would leave the memory intact. They allowed 
whispers to be spread that all would hear but few would truly believe. And thus, they became a 
legend. They became the Soulsuckers, dark, mysterious monsters who lurked in the woods and 
robbed people of the best parts of themselves. When a person started to go dark or cold, became 
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suddenly cruel or distant, someone would mutter that the Soulsuckers were to blame. Society 
became a little crueler, and a little dimmer, and nearly no one knew why.  Soon even the stories 
all but dwindled, drowned out by the other chaos in the world. But the Soulsuckers kept feasting, 
and still today, humanity, exponentially fades and distorts because of them.” 
 Evie waited, listening to the forest move.  
 “Is that the whole story?” she asked finally, when nothing but soft slow breath had been 
coming from Tom for what felt like a while.  
 “More or less. Did you like it? Did it scare you?” 
 Evie shrugged. “It was okay.” Her organs were pulsing beneath her skin, and she couldn’t 
bring herself to look at Tom. Instead, she stared hard into the woods, trying to put a location on 
the deer. She’d never been this near to one before. She thought she could see the outlines of their 
antlers amidst the trees. Squinting, she could make out pinpoints of light where the moon 
reflected off of their eyes. 
 “There’s a little bit more,” Tom said. “Sometimes, the Soulsuckers would have mercy on 
their victims. Sometimes, if a person begged, the Soulsuckers would leave a little bit of goodness 
in exchange for a deal: that the victim would help them find new prey, so that they could 
continue to thrive within the woods.” 
 She could hear the deer breathing. Imagine their wet noses twitching. In a minute, she 
would be able to reach out and touch one. 
 “What are you looking at?” Tom asked quietly. 
 “The deer,” she said. The silhouettes were advancing. They were nearly completely in the 
clearing now. Evie wiped her palms on her shorts. 
 “Evie…” Tom’s voice was soft. “They’re not deer.” 
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 It was then that they came forward. The not-deer. Walking on two, legs, not four. Their 
eye sockets were hollow, but a dim light still glowed from within them. They were built of raw 
muscle and bone. But what Evie’s eyes went to were their fingers. Their claws were unlike any 
she had ever seen, inches long and wire-thin. She turned to give Tom a look of betrayal.  
 “I’m sorry,” he said, “It was this or they took everything.” 
 At some point Evie awoke in the moonlit clearing. The night sky looked exactly the same 
as it had when she had lain down. Tom was on the blanket next to her watching the stars.  
 “You fell asleep,” he said mildly. 
 She could feel herself flush. “Sorry.”  
 “It’s okay. You’re not used to smoking, are you?” 
 “No,” she admitted. She felt so strange, emptier somehow, and cooler beneath the skin. 
She wondered if she’d had a bad dream. 
 “It’s okay,” Tom laughed, “we can make this a routine and turn you into a pro, if you’d 
like.” 
 Evie didn’t see any reason why she shouldn’t want such a thing. In fact, the hint at a 
future relationship was just the sort of signal that would have had her dancing inside an hour ago. 
Now though, she felt strangely unmoved. She realized that her desire for the unknown had left 
her. The thrill she had been feeling had flickered out. 
 She pushed her cheeks into a smile with her lips. “I’d like that,” she said. 
 She did not want to go back home. She did not want to go anywhere. And so, she stayed, 
and hoped that in time, she would feel full again. 
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On a December evening, as she trudged the 4 blocks to work from her childhood home, 
Evie thought about how she hated the cold. She’d never loved winter, but this year it was hitting 
her harder than ever. Her bones were pipes to the wind, and her skin cracked in the cold dry air. 
She found herself becoming resigned to her dorm room, a college-aged hermit. 
In high school, she’d read a lot. She’d loved to draw too, even if she’d never been 
exceptional at it. She remembered feeling a rush of satisfied pleasure to her chest whenever she 
translated the stories that she read into images, however unrefined. Back when she’d been more 
prideful, she’d thought that maybe one day she’d like to be an illustrator.  
Of course, that had been a fantasy, although she hadn’t realized it then. She wasn’t good 
enough to be an artist, and even if she was, she’d never make enough money. She did not know 
who she wanted to be now. Her classes were boring to her, and she performed aggressively 
averagely. Her only hobby at this point was watching TV, and although she found herself at 
parties every now and then, she wasn’t sure that she had any real friends. It had only been a week 
or so ago that she’d realized this fact.  
She’d been having to think a lot recently. She was back home again, with her family 
always around, expecting her to “engage”. At board-game nights and cookie-making she would 
retreat into the back of her head. She went through the motions of each activity, and nodded at 
the right moments, but inside herself she was evaluating. What was it that was so off? She 
regretted being irritable, and inaccessible. She could tell that it hurt her family. Repeatedly, her 
parents had tried to corner her, convinced that their daughter had some dark secret to hide. She 
could swear that the line above her mom’s brow had grown deeper and her father’s hair had 
thinned from worrying what could have gone wrong.  College-bred alcoholism, or a mean 
roommate, maybe a broken heart. Evie felt mildly embarrassed that she couldn’t claim any of 
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these things: she hadn’t drunk since arriving home, and her heart didn’t feel broken so much as 
poorly oiled. “I’m just tired,” she began to claim repeatedly, using the excuse to retreat to her 
bedroom. But whatever current in her brain that had previously made her laugh when things were 
funny, be curious when something was interesting, or kind when someone was hurting, seemed 
to have all but desisted. The more that she thought about it, the more distinctly that her dip traced 
back the summer. With Tom.  
 She saw so many versions of Tom in her dreams that she had all but forgotten what his 
genuine presence felt like. But now she was back, for the first time, to work at the diner over 
break. And she still couldn’t tell if she was excited to see him again.  
 It was not until Evie’s third day back at The Silver Spork that she and Tom were on a 
shift together. He looked the same as ever, although a little sallower perhaps. He had an 
unhinged quality about him that was more salient to her now than it once had been, but he hid it 
well. He was the sort of waiter that made high school girls grow self-conscious, and their 
mothers lean in obtrusively and say, “He’s cute, isn’t he?”  
 He was unfazed to see Evie: perhaps someone had told him of her return. He nodded at 
her cooly and went about waiting tables. She resented herself for the sinking disappointment that 
she felt in her chest. Why did it bother her that she hadn’t earned more of a reaction? She was 
not a person who cared anymore. Tom, unnerving, confusing Tom, should not be an exception. 
Still, she wanted him to admire her, to acknowledge that she had changed and matured. To 
apologize, maybe, although she couldn’t say what he had done wrong. She waited until he was 
standing off to the side of the dining room with no task to occupy him to approach.  
 “How have you been?” she asked, trying to be friendly but not eager.  
 He looked at her with what she feared was amusement. 
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 “I’ve been doing good. What about you?” 
 “Great. The restaurant been keeping you busy?” She meant for the question to sound 
pointed, patronizing. She wanted to put in his head the thought that he had been wasting his 
months away on unfulfilling labor while she experienced all of the wonder and excitement of 
college life. But if he realized that intention, he was unbothered by it. 
 “Yeah sure, same old same old.” He was looking over her shoulder, and when she turned 
she saw the new hostess, who was prettier her, smiling glowingly at Tom. Evie suspected that 
she had worn the same doey expression when he first started flirting with her six months ago. 
Tom winked at the hostess, somehow not looking goofy like anyone else would. She giggled and 
looked away. Although she rarely became embarrassed anymore, Evie felt immensely stupid.  
 “Anyway, nice catching up with you,” Tom said. He patted her shoulder and brushed past 
her to take an order. When Evie dragged her eyes from following him, she saw the hostess 
watching her with hostility.  
 The hostess, she found out over the next few days, was named Mina. She was taking a 
gap year and had started at the restaurant only 2 weeks ago. Evidently Tom worked fast. Tom 
paid Evie little attention when Mina was around, but on shifts that it was just the two of them, he 
would entertain himself by talking to her.  
 “College treating you well? Staying safe?” Again, there was that mildly entertained 
expression that always made her feel like she was missing something vital. Wanting to sober him 
up, she surprised herself with honesty. 
 “It’s been hard, actually. I haven’t been feeling myself for a while.” 
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 Was she imagining the flash of guilt that she saw pass across his face? The image of it, 
however fleeting, brought the low burn of irrational anger back to the surface of her throat. But 
when she looked closer, Tom appeared merely vaguely sympathetic. 
 “I’m sorry,” he said tenderly, and then more impersonally, “I’m sorry you’re struggling.” 
. And again, she was reminded that it was she that was weak, she that was failing. 
 “Well, I’m glad you’re doing well at least,” she lied. “How long have you and Mina been 
talking?” 
 “Not long. We’re going out for our second date on Saturday.” 
 “She seems nice.” 
 “She is,” Tom said. 
 Evie narrowed her eyes, but he didn’t elaborate. Instead, he left her standing by the 
server’s station wondering at the sense of foreboding that she felt. 
 He had done something to her, she was sure of it. She had theories as to what it was, but 
some felt too serious to say aloud, and others too ridiculous. She was so suggestible, considering 
that the ghost story he’d told her could have been true. Soulsuckers, really? Even the name was 
stupid. And yet, when she walked alone at night, she couldn’t help the shivers that ran down her 
spine, needles stroking her back. 
 When Mina came into work on Sunday pale and puffy-eyed, Evie tried to be kind to her. 
She approached her carefully, asking If she was okay, and Mina was polite in response.  
 “Yes, why? Am I acting strange? I didn’t get much sleep last night.” 
 Are you covering for him? Evie wanted desperately to ask, Did they get you?  
 But when she saw Tom, Mina lit up, and left Evie standing alone at the hostess stand. 
Evie watched him give her a big hug, whispering something sweet into her ear. She shook off her 
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paranoia and went back to work, unable to keep from watching Tom and Mina out of the corner 
of her eye despite her best efforts. 
Lying awake at 4 am, a monstrous image of Tom still etched on the back of her retina, 
Evie tried to place the overwhelming sense of guilt that bore through her. Since being home, she 
had felt more emotion than in her entire semester away, but none of it positive. She tried to label 
what she was feeling. Jealousy, admittedly, for Mina. Guilt, for a reason she could not place. 
And still fear.  Her mind went back to the forest with Tom, the dream-like state of being high, 
the confusion of waking up and not remembering falling asleep, and again wondered: had he 
done something to her? For a moment, she was sure that he had, and resolute to warn Mina. But 
her conviction quickly faded. She’d always had an active imagination, and more than likely it 
was all some twisted fantasy, the same way she’d believed that Tom and she could ever be in 
love. She pictured herself approaching Mina, blonde, floating Mina at work, and how she would 
sound if she told her to stay away from Tom. Jealous, crazy, or most likely both, and what was 
the good of that? No, better that she minded her own business.  
 “I’m going insane,” she muttered to the empty room. And for the umpteenth time among 
an endless number, she closed her eyes tight and willed herself back into her restless sleep, trying 
to shake the feeling that empty sockets watched her through the window. 
 
 
